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asa INTRODUCTION



introduction

From September 2005 to June 2006, with the gen-
erous support of  the Vanke Real Estate Group 
(Shanghai Offi ce), three graduate courses were 
offered by the Department of  Urban Studies and 
Planning at MIT: Research Seminar in Fall, 2005; 
Field Survey during Independent Activities Pe-
riod (IAP) in January 2006; and Planning and De-
sign Workshop in Spring 2006. Vanke’s goal is to 
continue to improve the design of  their housing 
communities as issues of  sustainability become 
national priorities. All three courses take as their 
organizing principle that sustainability is not just 
concerned with environmental issues but equally 
with economics and equity. Our purpose is to 
fi nd solutions that are environmentally sound, ec-
onomically viable and accessible to all residents. 

This Urban Planning and Design Handbook is 
the work of  the Planning and Design Workshop. 
Vanke provided two sites for the class to explore: 
Baima and Qibao. Baima is surrounded by farm-
land and low-density villas. Qibao is in a fully ur-
banized context. In the fi rst stage, students re-
vised the development principles developed 
during the Research Seminar. Based on their fi eld 
observations, resident surveys and interviews, 
they reorganized the original four categories into 
three systems (community facilities, site systems, 
and building systems). In order to design for a 
long term, we identifi ed several scenarios:

1. National regulations will prioritize energy con-
servation, resource conservation, environ-
mental protection, economic growth, public 
transportation, social equity (urban/rural and 
intra-urban), and local control. 

2. Energy (oil, coal, and electricity) prices will rise 
signifi cantly. 

3. There will be serious resource depletion includ-
ing drinking water, building materials, cheap 
labor, land (farm land, building land, recre-
ation land, and land for solid waste disposal).

4. Increase in air and water pollution.

5. Demographic changes including aging popula-
tion, more in-migration, fewer children, later 
marriage and childbearing age, the diminish-
ing centrality of  the family. 

6. Life style changes including increased con-
sumerism/consumption, higher indoor com-
fort levels, more auto ownership, increased 
demand for recreation and entertainment, 
higher incomes, more services and fewer in-
dustrial jobs, more internet use. 

Students were then divided into two teams work-
ing on both sites proposing both programs and 
design schemes. After mid-term, each team spent 
two weeks switched their sites and made quick 
proposals for the other sites in order to take ad-
vantage of  students’ various background and in-
terests. Then they worked on their original sites 
and developed comprehensive schemes for the 
rest of  the semester. 
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AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

SITE VISIT 
PROFESSOR TUNNEY LEE AND LIANG 
ZHAO VISIT SHANGHAI VANKE. 

TRENDS AND PRECEDENTS 
TWO TEAMS RESEARCH THE FOLLOWING TOPICS: 

• SHANGHAI’S TRENDS IN THE NEXT DECADE

• PRECEDENTS OF RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IN OTHER 
COUNTRIES

SUSTAINABILITY RESEARCH 
FOUR TEAMS EXPLORE ISSUES REGARDING SUSTAINABLE  
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT:

• COMMUNITY FACILITIES

• SITE SYSTEMS

• OPEN SPACES

• BUILDING SYSTEMS

SUSTAINABILITY
HANDBOOK
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JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

SITE ANALYSIS 
PROGRAMMING
• COMMUNITY
• SITE SYSTEMS
• BUILDING SYSTEMS

EXHIBITION
STUDENTS DISPLAY FINAL 

DESIGNS AND DOCUMENTS

 

TEAMS TRADE BACK SITES AND 
CONTINUE SUSTAINABLE PLAN-
NING OF BAI MA AND QIBAO 
SITES  

FINAL REVIEWMIDTERM REVIEW

DESIGN 

PRELIMINARY DESIGNS FOR 
BAI MA AND QIBAO SITES 

NEEDS DEFINED

SITE VISIT 
STUDENTS IN RESEARCH SEMINAR 
AND DESIGN STUDIO VISIT SHANGHAI 

ON-SITE SURVEYS CONDUCTED  
AT THE HOLIDAY TOWN PROJECT 

ONE DAY DESIGN EXERCISE FOR  
TWO NEW SITES: BAI MA AND QIBAO 
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COMMUNITY 



Sustainable communities have the following com-
ponents:

Flexible
Having the ability to adjust over time.

Equitably Sustainable
Across age groups and in access to amenities.

Economically Sustainable
Non-isolated, maintaining economic value with 
sustained economic activity.

Environmentally Sustainable
Effi cient resource use and connect residents to 
the environment to enhance sense of  ownership.

People enjoy games during a day in the park in Beijing

This chapter establishes guidelines for how best 
to plan for sustainable communites in Shanghai.  
The contents are outlined below.

connections

Buildling connections is critical to creating sus-
tainable developments in Shanghai.  In this sec-
tion, three types of  connections are considered. 

SECURITY

Secure communities offer a sense of  safety with-
out separating residents from each other and am-
nities.

ACCESS

Access is required to meet the requirement of  
fl exibility and equitability.

INTERNAL CIRCULATION 

Circulation links residents to on and off-site ame-
nities.

amenities
There are three types of  amnities considered in 
this section in relation to sustainable develop-
ment in Shanghai:

COMMERCIAL
RECREATIONAL
SERVICES

»

»

»

community
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SECURITY

value

Effective use of  systems that secure but do not 
isolate a development.

goal

Minimize the visual presence of  security systems 
while maintaining residents’ sense of  security.

user needs 

children

For young children, security and safety are inter-
twined.  They need to be protected from car traf-
fi c, and easily watched.  

teenagers 

Teens will desire semi-private spaces to con-
gregate, which must be distinct spaces but not 
“blindspots.”  The security systems that young 
people encounter will be formative in their ideas 
of  security and public-private interaction.  

parents and single/double income no kid 
households (SINK/DINKers) 

Parents, SINK/DINKers have similar security 
needs, though parents will be more concerned 
about the needs of  children.  These adult groups 
are more likely to enter the site after daylight so 
lighting will be important, as well as security of  
material possessions.  

seniors 

Security should not create a barrier to access for 
seniors.  Seniors can serve as “eyes on the street” 
during the day.

context 

qibao, urban 

An urban context, like Site 53, presents the chal-
lenges of  creating a sense of  security while inte-
grating the site into existing pedestrian and car 
traffi c.  On a mixed use site there will be a large 
number of  non-residents on-site.  A dense urban 
site does, however, present opportunities to use 
private lobbies, and above ground fl oor resident 
spaces.

baima, suburban

 Typical suburban developments are surrounded 
by other gated communities.  The Baima site still 
has agricultural neighbors as well.  Entry by car 
and garage security will be important.  There will 
be fewer non-residents on-site so security systems 
must address “strangers.”

Current practices/baseline stan-
dards

holiday town

Holiday Town employs a large number of  uni-
formed security guards to monitor pedestrian 
and vehicular access to the site and to the villa 
area within the site.  In addition, conspicuously 

placed security cameras feed back to the security 
offi ce in the management offi ce.   Access points 
are limited; the site is otherwise walled off  from 
surrounding communities.  Pedestrian entrance 
gates and individual buildings use a keycard or 
code entry system.

Daikanyama, Tokyo, uses elevation to provide security

connections



case study  

Address, Daikanyama, Tokyo is a multipurpose 
development adjacent to an elevated subway stop, 
fi rst and second fl oor retail, and residences.  The 
retail, offi ce, and residential components of  Ad-
dress are all clearly visible and accessible from the 
street and from other uses.  Separate entrances, 
differentiated paving, and changes in elevation 
(slope) are used to distinguish offi ce, retail, and 
residential areas.  

developer recommendations

Vanke can easily take the lead in redefi ning site 
security, and has already started at Holiday Town.  
New developments, and redesign at existing de-
velopments, should reduce the use of  physical 
barriers such as fences and walls.  Existing site 
features such as canals and slopes; building mass-
ing; landscaping features like paving, plantings, 
and decorative gates; pedestrian traffi c, including 
security personnel; and technology such as card 
entry systems and closed circuit TV, should be 
used to create clear distinctions between public 
and private spaces.  

municipal recommendations

Municipalities can utilize design regulations and 
review to reduce the use of  fences and walls, 
particularly around areas designated for public 
use.  In addition, they should facilitate meetings 
between the management fi rms of  neighboring 
developments, as well as local police, to address 
safety and security issues on a district level.

Glass gates at Daikanyama, Tokyo
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ACCESS

value

Increasing access through increased on-site/off-
site fl ows and exchanges enhances community 
quality and sustainability by enabling residents to 
utilize surrounding amenities.

goal

Create strategically porous boundaries that do not 
confl ict with security interests to increase amenity 
use within and outside of  the development.

user needs

Porous boundaries affect age groups similarly by 
increasing access to the amenities that each group 
seeks.  Desire for porous boundaries probably 
varies more individually than between groups.  All 
would likely benefi t from the more diverse, active, 
and lively community that would be created by 
breaking down the insularity in a region.

context

qibao, urban

The value of  more porous boundaries is more 
immediate in urban areas, where developments 
may be smaller with fewer on-site amenities.  Res-
idents of  Site 53 would benefi t from easy access 
to the large neighboring commercial areas.  Cre-
ative strategies should allow for privacy in a busy 
environment while providing convenient links to 
transportation, commercial areas, and other ame-
nities.

baima, suburban

Suburban developments are larger and more self  
contained in terms of  community and amenities.  
If  there are few nearby amenities, like at Baima, a 
porous boundary may not seem justifi ed at fi rst.  
However, the rapid development of  Shanghai en-
sures that amenities will appear over time. Adopt-
ing strategies towards creating a porous boundary 
now may encourage similar strategies at neighbor-
ing developments and lead to a more integrated 
area once the region is developed.  Canals offer a 
great opportunity for fl exible boundaries.

Clockwise from top left: 
The Falls at Arden Mills, Fitchburg, MA, 

Source: www.thefallsatardenmills.com
Attractive canal walk

Source:  http://mouat.org/suzhou.htm
Canal used for recreation, boundary

Source: www.denniscox.com/eyes.htm
Example of  attractive water crossing

Source: www.benito.com/casey/suzhoubridge.jpg 

current practice/baseline standards

shanghai

Most Shanghai developments appear to be most-
ly private with few access points, generally large 
gates preventing outsider access.

holiday town

At Holiday Town, an attempt is made to open up 
the developments and provide some public access 
to amenities via a through street separating the 
northeast section of  the development.

case studies

the falls at arden mills, fi tchburg, ma: (204 
units along the Nashua River) This gated com-
munity has a private river walk on one side of  the 
development and a public bike path under con-
struction on the other side.  This path will provide 
cyclists and pedestrians attractive and convenient 
access to local sports events and concerts at the 
civic center, a public library, and shops and other 
facilities not contained within the development.

suzhou, china: Attractive examples of  pub-
lic canal walks and linking bridges can be found 
in designs for restoration of  canals in Suzhou.  
These designs create pleasant, public, partially 
commercial spaces facilitating formal and infor-
mal interaction.



developer recommendations

general

Design variety of  subtle access points: 
These should improve fl ow while maintaining a sense 
of  privacy and community inside the development.

pedestrian

Provide pedestrian-specifi c access: Pedes-
trians access points should be distinct from vehicu-
lar access and provide direct, convenient access to 
homes and amenities via attractive walkways with 
view that encourage easy orientation and safety.  
Pedestrians should also have easy access to com-
mercial services, reducing vehicular congestion 
and improving potential for informal interaction.

vehicle

Baima: Access points should be multiple 
off  of  the north-south oriented roads and serve 
all areas of  the development. Delivery access 
should be provided to the commercial area and 
a separate public entrance to parking lots near 
amenities intended to serve a regional market.

Site 53: Access to vehicles should be 
limited to one parking entrance near Soho of-
fi ces and other commercial developments off  
of  the main road.  If  a public parking deck is 
built to serve a hotel or large-scale commer-
cial area, a separate entrance should be built 
taking into account effects on traffi c fl ow.

boundaries

Create more intermediate, pubic-
private spaces: Similar to our recommenda-
tions regarding security, a “grey area” of  

»

»

»

»

»

intermediate space between public and pri-
vate space should provide a soft boundary.

Create more public areas on develop-
ment boundaries when appropriate, making 
use of  available amenities: If  the canals can be 
cleaned, they can be utilized to create a vibrant 
public or private space on the edge of  develop-
ments, softening the boundaries and possibly 
linking developments.  These areas should be de-
signed for pedestrian use, with some bicycle paths.  

   Smaller, less formal commercial spaces can pro-
vide an alternative to large markets.  To encour-
age use there should be subtle access points that 
lead residents out but do not draw outsiders in.   

phasing

We use the example of  creating a public walk 
along the canal to illustrate phasing issues with 
providing a wider variety of  access:

1. Improve the quality of  the river can be im-
proved and build multiple access points and 
small-scale intermediate areas.  

2. Create an attractive river path, a pleasant open 
space for joggers, walkers, and other people from 
the development wishing to enjoy a more natural 
outdoor path. Space should be retained for future 
commercial and community services.

3. Bring in a few anchor tenants and subsidize 
new commercial tenants.   

»

municipal government recommen-
dations

Require more regional consideration of  coordi-
nation between developments and establishment 
of  softer boundaries, multiple access points, and 
a certain number of  diverse public spaces within 
a region of  numerous developments.
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INTERNAL CIRCULATION

value

Regular interaction between residents of  all gen-
erations builds a sense of  community.

goal

Facilitate regular resident interaction through site 
and building design as well as programming that 
encourages pedestrian and bicycle traffi c along 
common pathways and create a vibrant, pedes-
trian-accessible commercial node.

user needs

The planning of  internal circulation is of  particu-
lar importance with respect to children and se-
niors.  The circulation paths should be established 
and designed to ensure the safety and comfort of  
these age groups.  In addition, needs will vary for 
different modes of  transportation such as pe-
destrians, bicycles, and vehicles.  Design choices 
made regarding internal circulation can infl uence 
the residents’ choice of  transportation.

context

qibao, urban

A key consideration in an urban infi ll develop-
ment is the level of  public access allowed to inter-
nal circulation.  There should be clearly defi ned 
public, semi-public, and private space.  Another 
consideration is the matching up of  internal 
roads and pathways with existing neighboring de-
velopments that have already established a street 
pattern.  In addition, the developer must take into 
account amenities in the surrounding neighbor-
hood so as to take advantage of  opportunities to 
enhance the link between facilities, and become a 
vibrant piece of  the urban fabric.   

baima, suburban

The internal circulation within suburban develop-
ments should be designed to accommodate chang-
ing conditions as the development matures.  For 
example, density will likely increase, and bound-
aries that may start out as closed may open up to 
public circulation.  In addition, viable commercial 
development will increase as time progresses, and 
this should be taken into account.  As in the case 
for access, pathways along the canal system offer 
a great opportunity for unique internal circulation 
patterns and designs.

current practice/baseline standards

shanghai

Internal circulation in Shanghai developments ap-
pears to be left to the purview of  each individual 
developer.  This often results in internal streets 
that do not line up or continue from development 

Internal circulation along the canal system within the Vanke 
City Garden development in Qibao: 



to development.  

holiday town

At Holiday Town, there is a public street that cuts 
through the site, separating the northeast quad-
rant of  the development from the rest of  the site.  
Vanke has placed commercial and community 
uses along this road, ensuring high visibility and 
access for vehicular traffi c.  On a pedestrian level, 
however, the attention seems to be on security 
over access

case study

downtown mountain view, ca: Castro Street 
was narrowed from a four lane street to a two lane 
street.  This allowed for wide sidewalks lined with 
benches, sidewalk cafes, planter boxes, trees, and 
lampposts.  The downtown’s sidewalk cafes, parks, 
and outdoor plazas make it a great public place for 
all ages to interact with one another while support-
ing the local businesses.

developer recommendations

Ease physical conditions by provid-
ing adequate walkway, seating, and protection 
from the elements: Comfort is one of  the de-
cisive factors in determining walking distance, 
along with safety, security, convenience, conti-
nuity, system coherence, and aesthetic quality.

Create “shortcut” pedestrian- and bicy-
cle-only pathways: Landscaping such as the canal 
system can be used as a natural barrier to deter 
automobile use while pedestrian bridges can be 
utilized to provide a pedestrian benefi t in addi-

»

»

tion to a pleasant aesthetic experience.  This can 
also create a “safe zone” for children to com-
mute without the threat of  vehicular accidents.

Control traffi c speeds: Design inter-
nal streets so as to keep vehicular traffi c speeds 
low by using narrow widths, on-street parking, 
street trees, and other traffi c-calming methods.

Develop a commercial hub that is pedes-
trian-accessible and encourages social gathering: 
Incorporating commercial nodes into the residents’ 
path of  travel will both support the economic vi-
ability of  local establishments and add elements of  
interest to encourage pedestrian activity through-
out the development.  This in turn will lead to 
increased exposure of  residents to one another, 
especially if  the commercial hub becomes a desti-
nation where one can go to convene and socialize. 

municipal government recommen-
dations

Design land use plans that cre-
ate mixed-use pedestrian-friendly com-
mercial hubs to encourage social gathering.  

Incorporate commercial nodes into the 

»

»

»

»

residents’ path of  travel to both support the eco-
nomic viability of  local establishments and add el-
ements of  interest to encourage pedestrian activity 
throughout the development.  This in turn will lead 
to increased exposure of  residents to one another, 
especially if  the commercial hub becomes a desti-
nation where one can go to convene and socialize.

Active streetlife along commercial street in Downtown Mounta-
inview, CA.
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COMMERCIAL

value

Commercial facilities that meet the needs of  the 
internal and external community will improve 
their economic viability and enhance the fi scal 
sustainability of  community amenities.

goal

Phase, locate and encourage a diverse mix of  
commercial amenities to create a sustainable eco-
nomic core.

user needs

Commercial facilities should cater to residents of  
all ages such that the experience of  frequenting 
commercial establishment becomes one where all 
members of  the community can interact with one 
other.  

context

qibao, urban

On urban sites, the amount of  commercial space 
that can be supported will be far greater than the 
demand of  just the residents.  In particular, with 
a transit-oriented development, a developer has 

a responsibility to be more regional in their ap-
proach to the site program, given that the facili-
ties will be accessible by many more than just the 
development’s residents.

baima, suburban

At a new greenfi eld development, the developer 
needs to realize that the intial demand for retail 
may be low as the development gets built out, but 
the lack of  surrounding neighborhood amenities 
means that certain commercial services should be 
provided, and subsidized by the developer until  
the resident population grows to a level to be able 
to support the commercial facilities.

current practices/baseline stan-
dards

Shanghai Standard:

Retail:                120 m2/1k persons built, 
                  228 m2/1k persons land

Holiday Town:

Commercial:       16,000 m2 total built,
         13,720 m2 total land

Ground-fl oor retail along major north-south artery in Qibao.

amenities



:  This building type can accomodate shifts 
between residential and commercial de-
mand, ensuring that market volatility is 
tempered (programmatic fl exibility). 

Design common spaces along the path 
of  entry to encourage casual interaction :  Com-
mon spaces with units’ entries opening onto them 
increase the chances of  casual meeting. 

municipal government recommen-
dations

Increase levels of  commercial development 
around transit nodes to create a critical mass of  re-
tail and to encourage transit-oriented development.  

Allow for fl exible live/work 
zoning to allow for fl exibility of  use. 

»

»

»

case study

telegraph gateway, oakland, ca: This 5-sto-
ry, 45-unit live/work-over-retail project is located 
on a busy urban corner lot.  The building con-
tains three fl oors of  fl ats above a parking podium 
wrapped by ground-fl oor commercial retail total-
ing 5,000 sf.  Many of  the units open out onto a 
central courtyard at the podium level.  The nature 
of  the common spaces along the entry path can 
make the difference between an alienating struc-
ture and a fully functioning community.  In this 
project, residents cross paths as they come and 
go, and opportunities to socialize arise.  The ar-
chitect shaped common spaces along the entry 
path that encouraged casual interaction, designing 
the common spaces with the units’ entries open-

ing onto them to further increase the chances of  
casual meeting.

developer recommendations

Locate retail and food service estab-
lishments along major arteries : Siting com-
mercial amenities to take advantage of  both 
pedestrian and vehicular through-traffi c 
is vital for their economic health. 

Develop fl exible, modular shells : Design re-
tail bays that can accomodate establishments of  dif-
ferent sizes and uses over time (physical fl exibility).

Develop fl exible “SoHo” space 

»

»

»

Telegraph Gateway, Oakland, CA
Source: www.live-work.com/revised/projects/projectlist.shtml#
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RECREATIONAL AMENITIES

value  

Physical and social stimulation that contributes to 
community interaction.

 

goal 

Promote a stable, attractive community by pro-
viding suffi cient access, variety, and integration 
of  recreational uses. Facilities and programming 
that provide opportunities for formal and infor-
mal resident-resident and resident-non-resident 
interaction. 

users needs 

Appropriate indoor and outdoor recreation ame-
nities should be provided for all age groups. 

children 

Children will primarily need outdoor playgrounds 
and indoor space for socialization (ie child care) 
until they are school age.  School age children will 
use amenities after school and on weekends; so-
cialization with other on-site children will be im-
portant given school patterns and can also create 
connections between parents.  

teenagers 

Teens should be provided with space and pro-
grams that allow them to develop independence 
and site-based friendships.

parents, SINK/DINKers

Parents, SINK/DINKers have similar schedules, 
using recreational activities during evenings and 
weekends.  These two groups are most likely to 
interact during virtual or real interest-based ac-
tivities like fl ower-arranging classes or car clubs.  
Parents are more likely to participate in intergen-
erational activities.  

seniors

Seniors are likely to be daytime users of  recre-
ational amenities and, like children, their physi-
cal safety should be considered in amenity design.  
Through regular use of  amenities, seniors can 
provide an important degree of  stability.

context  

In both urban and suburban environments, Van-
ke favors a centralized clubhouse model for rec-
reation.  

qibao, urban 

An urban context will likely have alternative facil-
ities available to residents, like the sports facilities 
nearby Qibao.  This opportunity to customize on-
site facilities must be balanced with conventional 
use of  the clubhouse as an identity creator.  In 
the urban context, there is also an opportunity for 
multipurpose spaces that could be used for busi-
ness or cultural events, and provide additional us-
ers and income for the facilities.  Open space will 
be at a premium in urban areas and should be 
multifunctional for highest effi ciency.  

baima, suburban 

A suburban context will be farther from munici-
pal facilities, but there will be neighboring sports 
clubs that provide an opportunity to form leagues.  
Residents will predominantly use recreational 
amenities.  Given that land will be cheaper, open 
space should be an important component of  rec-
reational amenities.

current practices/baseline stan-
dards

shanghai

Senior Center:            24 m2/1k persons indoor,  
    48 m2/1k persons land-
Public Green Space:      2000 m2/1k persons

holiday town 

Public Green Space:   12,113 m2/1k persons-
Sports and Cultural:     4177 m2 total indoor,  
           6655 m2 total land

case study 

the jewish community center, san francisco, 
ca: maintains a sense of  religious community 
identity while being an inclusive pay-for-use fa-
cility.  Programming serves all generations at ap-
propriate hours, including after-school tutoring, 
a teen “club,” sports classes,  book clubs, singles 
activities, and senior wellness classes.  Fitness 
hours are long to accommodate many schedules.  
Generally, sports facilities are available at a fee, 
social activities are available to members, and spe-



cial events/performances are by ticket for both 
public and members.

developer recommendations  

Flexible spaces 

oLobby-type spaces for everyday social 
uses and cultural events like performances and 
wedding parties

Rooms that can be used for  games and 
meetings

Gymnasiums for multiple sports (basket-
ball, badminton, volleyball)

»

»

»

»

Plazas that can accommodate tables and 
chairs, as well as performances

Programming through out facility hours, 
and hours that accommodate all user types.  

Specialized staff  to plan and lead pro-
gramming.  

Partner with fi rms specializing in facili-
ties maintenance and programming, particularly 
in the urban context.

Facilitate informal interactions through 
opportunities to exchange information and 
branch off  of  formal groups, and by providing 
physical and virtual space.

»

»

»

»

»

municipal recommendations

Operational support for sites that provide cultural 
recreation.  Design review of  planned facilities to 
minimize duplication of  existing district facilities.  
Requirements for public access to facilities.

Jewish Community Center, San Francisco, multipurpose lobby/event space.  
Photo:  Gensler
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SERVICES

value

Diverse and interactive services, including those 
that satisfy recreational, health (mental and physi-
cal), transportation, informational, and educa-
tional needs, increase interactions between resi-
dents, engages residents in the community, and 
promotes healthy lifestyles.

goal

Provide a comprehensive package of  age-appro-
priate services that are linked in such a way as to 
facilitate intergenerational interaction.  

user needs

children

Education and play are key components of  chil-
dren’s service needs.  For example, educational 
opportunities, such as an afterschool tutoring 
program, could link children to other generations 

and engage them in their neighborhood.

parents

Parents may require support networks, including 
daycare and health services, for their children and 
elderly parents while they work.  Family activities 
are relevant for this group, as well as more indi-
vidual services such as family planning and mental 
health services.  Parents may be sources of  vol-
unteer engagement, perhaps serving as a contact 
point for the whole family.

SINK/DINKERS

Needs will likely include more social and trans-
portation related activities.  SINK/DINKs and 
other groups may utilize various online commu-
nities offering peer consultation on home im-
provement, pet care, and other aspects of  lifestyle 
choices.

seniors

Seniors benefi t from the services of  Community 
Councils including mental and physical health 
and social activities.

Shanghai Standard Comparison Holiday Town Comparison

context

qibao, urban

Urban sites may be too small to effi ciently pro-
vide all required services on-site.  Instead, analy-
sis of  existing services should yield strategies for 
linking residents to regional services.

baima, suburban

Services will be more self-contained, but linkages 
between developments’ services should be facili-
tated so that residents are connected to a regional 
network of  services.

current practices/baseline stan-
dards

See the tables below.



cated within convenient access of  homes and 
clusters of  senior housing, but should provide 
health services for all age groups and strat-
egize on engaging entire family in health care.

information

Provide online communi-
ty and other forums for resident interac-
tion: Internet and intranet infrastructure.

service provider

Expand reach of  Community Council: 
Vanke can provide infrastructure for a more dynam-
ic Community Council or a new group that takes a 
more comprehensive approach to service provision.

other community services

Nurture a stronger, more engaged volun-
teer community: Provide support for the develop-

»

»

»

case studies

boston chinatown neighborhood center, 
boston, ma: A multiservice non-profi t agency 
provides an example of  how one organization 
can provide a variety of  services, including inter-
generational programs, to improve community 
life.  Boston Chinatown Neighborhood Center 
is funded by foundations and donations, which 
is of  course a very different structure than what 
might provide such services in China.  It provides 
adult education, child care (where seniors can vol-
unteer), summer programs for children (including 
adult mentoring), family services (such as coun-
seling and family activities), and recreational ac-
tivities at low or no cost to residents of  the area.  
Nonprofi ts like this organization view members 
of  a community as resources and connect resi-
dents through appropriate services.  

Churches in the U.S. are another example of  com-
munity-focused organizations that provide sup-
port networks and other critical services through 
volunteer work.  Secular volunteer groups such as 
the City Cares network in the U.S. offer a variety 
of  volunteer activities for a range of  individuals.  
Examples of  projects include spending time with 
sick and elderly and reading programs for young 
children. 

the bike station, millennium park, chicago: 
The Bike Station provides extensive transport re-
lated services to meet the needs of  various users.  
It offers bicycle parking, valet for special events 
in the park, lockers, showers, towel service, bi-
cycle rental, bicycle repair, bicycle tours, a bicy-
cle camp, car sharing, a coffee bar, and internet 
stations.  Membership provides access to all of  
these services and costs $99 per year or $1 per 
day.  Customers must pay to rent bicycles, includ-

ing many styles and attachments for children. 

the boston schoolyard initiative, boston, ma: 
is a public/private venture to provide interactive 
learning environments through the schoolyard.  
The Initiative aims to create a sense of  owner-
ship for sustainable maintenance, which includes 
the establishment of  a “Friends Group” that vol-
untarily cleans up and beautifi es the schoolyard.  
The goal of  the Initiative is threefold: community 
development, educational innovation, and en-
vironmental stewardship.  Vanke could follow a 
similar strategy with playgrounds and open space 
to provide a multigenerational recreational space 
where children and adults alike learn about the 
environment and establish a connection with 
their surroundings.

developer recommendations

education

Interactive education: Design open spac-
es, and playgrounds in particular, to provide in-
teractive educational environment for children.

transportation

Provide convenient links to exist-
ing transportation: The Holiday Town shut-
tle was not a convenient mode of  trans-
portation for the residents we interviewed.  
Other strategies for linking to public transpor-
tation may include car sharing or bike rentals.

health

Structure comprehensive health ser-
vices: Health clinics and services should be lo-

»

»

»

Vision for bike station
Source: Puget Sound Regional Council Bikestations Council

ment of  an engaged, active, volunteer community

municipal government recommen-
dations

The government could rethink the role of  the 
Community Council in meeting the needs of  all 
residents.  It should also consider making require-
ments to ensure that all services are provided 
within certain areas and think about requirements 
for linkages between services.
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the soils of shanghai

Shanghai rests on soils deposited from centuries 
of  river fl ooding, creating an extremely unstable 
foundation for a major city to be built upon.  
These soils, classifi ed as “entisols”, are excellent 
for agriculture and cultivation, as displayed by the 
fertile farmland around Shanghai.  However, they 
are very diffi cult to manage when it comes to ur-
ban development.

Within the entisols soil classifi cation, a more de-
tailed naming system exists. Shanghai soils are 
considered Entisols – Aquents, and are com-
posed of  very fi ne sand to a sandy silt loam hav-
ing a water table at or near the surface for much 
of  the year.  This clearly makes the creation of  
sub-surface structures and foundations a diffi -
cult and costly experience as the soils are prone 
to constant water saturation.  The structure of  
these soils is a major contributing factor to sink-
ing land all across the city. When combined with 
the extremely wet rainy season, coping with this 
geological and hydrological condition is a major 
issue.

Dealing with stormwater, or all surface runoff  
that occurs from a rainstorm, is a major compo-
nent of  sustainability.  Impervious surfaces, con-
taminants, and the complex entisolic soils make 
this fairly diffi cult, especially in the wake of  major 
urban development.  Increased stormwater run-
off  puts major stresses on rivers and streams of  
all sizes and contributes to massive fl ooding and 
land erosion.

The following pages contain tools to deal with 
these problems.  Images and descriptions of  
what are known as stormwater ‘Best Management 
Practices’ display various techniques to reduce the 

sources: University of  Idaho, The City of  Shanghai

negative impacts of  stormwater runoff  , leading 
to more sustainable development.  It must be not-
ed that the climate of  Shanghai and its wet/dry 
extremes does affect the compatibility of  each 
of  these tools, and further research and study of  
their applicability is strongly encouraged.

Different techniques for dealing with stormwater 
runoff  should be applied to the suburban Baima 
and urban Qibao sites.  Baima is a development 
on agricultural fi elds with areas of  saturated soils 
visible on many parts of  the site.  Given that 
this development is lower density, most of  the 
tools can be used around the site throughout its 
open space networks, next to its buildings, and 
in combination with its impervious surfaces and 
parking lots.  All tools in the chart are consid-
ered effective for Baima, except for those colored 
with orange backgrounds which should NOT be 
used because of  the extremely high water table 
described above.

The urban Qibao site is very different in that there 
will be very little room to incorporate such a vari-
ety of  stormwater management tools.  However, 
there are many opportunities to be innovative 
and effective in the treatment of  runoff  given the 
amount of  impervious surfaces what will be on 
that site.  Potentially, the most effective stormwa-
ter management tool for the Qibao site will be the 
incorporation of  porous surfaces and extensive 
green roofs on structures.  Green roofs have been 
studied extensively in the temperate climates of  
Europe and North America, but very little if  any 
research exists on their effectiveness in China.  
The major issue is that they are supposed to deal 
with extremely dry and stressed environments, 
whereas China’s wet season could seriously alter 
their effectiveness and make them non-functional 
in the treatment of  stormwater.  If  there is any-

thing to take from this, it is that Vanke should 
invest in green roof  research in China, much like 
that below.  If  so, they will be on the leading edge 
of  a major growth industry that is excellent for 
treating stormwater.

Further detailed discussion and diagrams of  sur-
faces for treating stormwater at Site 53 can be 
found within the Qibao chapter in diagrams of  
our proposed design.
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extensive green roofs

summary of a rainfall event

Green roofs retain and detain (slow down) storm-
water runoff. The graphs below are a compila-
tion of  data from research buildings (3 green and 
3 non-green) at the Center for Green Roof  Re-
search at Penn State located Rock Springs, PA. 
Spring, 2003 was very wet and cool. 

Start: 5/31/03 4:33 am

End: 6/1/03 10:33 am

Duration: 30 hours

Total Time: 51.75 hours

Total Rain: 1.11 inches

Runoff non-green 0.984 + 0.075

Runoff green: 0.746 +/- 0.018

Peak runoff total: 0.05 inches/5 minutes

Peak non-green: 0.041/5 minutes (82%)

Peak green: 0.011/5 minutes (22%)

Percent runoff non-green: 88.6%

Percent runoff green: 67.21%

Percentage retained non-green: 11.5%

Percentage retained green: 32.79%

Amount retained: 0.364 inches

Cumulative total (5/23-6/1): 2.21 inches

Green roof retention: 1.045 inches (47.29%)

vegetated roof covers add fi nancial value 
to a residential, commercial, governmental, 
or industrial building by:

Extending the service life of  the roof

Reducing energy costs

Conserving valuable commercial space 
that would otherwise be required to provide 
stormwater runoff  controls 

Increasing property values

the service life of the underlying waterproof-
ing is doubled - or even tripled - because  
the vegetative cover

Protects from  mechanical damage (most-
ly from  humans, but also from wind blown dust 
and debris, and animals)

Shields from ultraviolet radiation 

Buffers temperature extremes, minimiz-
ing damage from the daily expansion & contrac-
tion of  the roof  materials

»

»

»

»

»

»

»

Extending the service life of  the waterproofi ng 
not only returns the owner’s investment in the 
green roof  over time, but reduces landfi ll waste.

This research has been done in the context of  the 
Mid-Atlantic region of  the United States. Similar 
research needs to be carried out for the Shanghai 
region. New research is necessary and could be 
broadly applied in Asia. 

stormwater management research -- to be adapted for future 
studies of  the effectiveness of  green roofs in China

source: Center for Green Roof  Research, The Pennsylvania 
State University
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examples of  the stormwater management ‘tools’ found in the 
chart above

source: water sensitive urban design, www.wsud.org



the developable zones of  the Baima site should be thought of  
as self-contained stormwater parcels, retaining 100% of  their 
runoff  potential within their borders.

on average, 3% of  the each individually measured area should 
be devoted to infi ltration techniques to accomplish this.
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r e s p o n d
LOCATIONAL CONTEXT

This includes the allocation/siting of  services 
and commercial activity, as well as proximity to 
the historical amenity of  Qibao old town. Con-
sider the location of  public/commercial facilities 
to entice fl ow in and through the neighborhood, 
not just site 53.

qibao neighborhood and site 53

Sustainability reaches beyond simply dealing with 
stormwater.  The urban setting of  Site 53 pro-
vides many opportunities to link up and respond 
to its surrounding environment.  Many systems 
and networks must infl uence the design of  site 
53, and it must also adapt to these regional net-
works pushed into new directions.

The following images and methods deal with the 
interface between site 53 and its larger Qibao 
neighborhood should be conceptually be thought 
about, seeking constant reinforcement between 
the two.

urban networks and systems



d e v e l o p
STREET HIERARCHY

Examine street sections and traffi c fl ows to de-
sign a list of  treatment types. Consider the sepa-
ration of  pedestrian/bicycle/vehicular modes 
at points of  massive congestion (via pedestrian 
bridges, etc.). Coordinate stoplight systems at a 
much more advanced level. 

CANAL SYSTEMS

Look at the extensive canal systems as a regional 
amenity - plan for ecological remediation that 
can immensely contribute to the values of  ad-
jacent properties. Use these as “green spines of  
the public realm” to connect separate sites. Work 
with local governments to remediate water to 
swimmable levels. These images to the left show 
both good and bad examples of  canal treatments 
around Qibao. 

The top left image is the intersection of  the main 
canals between Old Town and the Pagoda Park 
to the east. These two areas should be connected. 
Furthermore, you can see that there is a path of  
desire connecting the north and south sides of  
Old Town that should be turned into a bridge 
that would also allow the tourist boats to pass 
through. 

The next image down shows a very pleasant canal 
treatment west of  Old Town. This demonstrates 
that it is possible to build pedestrian access in the 
canal itself  which does not affect the privacy of  
the development. 

The second image from the bottom is the path 
of  the proposed greenbelt park along the canal 
at a section just north of  Caobao Lu. There is 
an exisiting pathway that is well-utilized but it is 
private and not connected to the main street or to 
the development to the south. 

The bottom image shows an excellent example 
of  a canal pathway just east of  the Pagoda Park. 
Note how it provides access while not connection 
while not affecting privacy in the developments.

r e g i o n a l
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BUILDING SYSTEMS



approach to building systems 
programming

Our strategy for developing a building systems 
program for the sites was to create a toolkit of  
options that we could use for developing build-
ing systems for any primarily residential site. Our 
fi rst step was to develop a toolkit of  technologies. 
Through some basic research on building systems 
used in China and in other parts of  the world, 
we developed some knowledge about different 
sustainable building technologies. These are pre-
sented in our toolkit on the left, and these same 
graphics will be continued through the building 
plans of  the site. We did not include in-depth in-
formation about the different technologies, be-
cause each must be studied in depth in the Chi-
nese context to determine if  they would be right 
for each site. 

Next we developed four key values that can be 
used to evaluate any building systems decision 
made about any site: energy conservation, water 
conservation, materials conservation, and fl ex-
ibility. Next, we examined the different typologies 
used by Vanke to get some idea of  what types 
of  sustainable interventions would work on each 
type, and to determine what the particular chal-
lenges to sustainability were presented by each 
type. In particular, this led us to an exploration 
of  the sizes of  façade and roof  space, impor-
tant metrics for many sustainable interventions. 
Exploring some technologies and the Shanghai 
climate, we determined that roof  space could be 
best used for rainwater catchment systems, and fi -
nally we developed some basic metrics to explore 
the rainwater catchment possibilities of  different 
building typologies in Shanghai. 

Building Systems Toolket: These graphics will be used throughout the document to indicate the use of  particular susutainable technologies. 
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The “Medium Road”

materials

energy

water

flexibility

Lessening site impact on the environment.

Looking ahead to resource constraints in 10 years.
Incremental steps toward sustainability.

The “High Road”
Pursuing site autonomy.

Looking ahead to resource constraints in 50 years.
Reversing climate change.

• Make 25% of residential space convertable to live/work spaces.

• Provide options for future changes in unit size/amenities and overall site density.

• Use 100% alternative concrete (low fly ash, etc.)
• Use pre-fabricated elements whenever possible to reduce building waste.

Post-occupancy waste:
• Provide recycling depots and on-site composting facilities.

Construction: 

• Reduce consumption by 1/3 by introducing low-water usage appliances.

• Recycle gray water for use in toilet flushing in all units.

•  Design units for an electricity demand of 6000 kwh/unit/year or less.

•  Integrate solar thermal energy collection on building facades. 

• Provide clean industry and offices within the neighborhood for shorter commutes. 

• Provide amenities for telecommuters like rentable on-site office space. 

• Use building rubble and wood chips walls for constructing townhouse and villa units

Post-occupancy waste:
• Provide on-site collection and processing of all recyclable or compostable waste .

Construction: 

• Use dry or composting toilets in townhouses, villas, and mid-rise units. 

• Recycle and filter gray water for use in all non-potable household applications. 

•  Use of photovoltaics integrated with rainwater catchment on rooftops. 

• Collect rainwater on rooftops of high-rise and mid-rise units

•  Integration of on-site wind turbines.
•  Net energy usage of 2000 kwh/unit/year of less (cooking only).

• Recycle and filter rainwater for potable household use. 
    for landscape irrigation.

Two possible programs for sustainability



Interesting Metrics for Traditional Building Typologies
Hi-Rise Mid-Rise W a l k 

Up
T o w n 
House

Villa

Floors (above grade) 18 12 6 4 2
Units 72 48 24 16 2
Short axis (m) 12 12 12 12 14
Long axis (m) 36 40 48 60 14
Roof area (m2) 432 480 576 720 196
Façade area (m2) 5184 3744 2160 1728 336
Long axis façade(m2) 1944 1440 864 720 84
Assignable area(m2) 6609.6 4896 2937.6 2448 333.2
Avg unit area(m2) 91.8 102 122.4 153 166.6
Gross area(m2) 7776 5760 3456 2880 392
Total inhabitation 216 144 72 48 6

Hybrid Typologies
Walkup-Townhouse Palanzina

Floors (above grade) 6 4
Units 24 8
Short axis (m) 12 14
Long axis (m) 60 24
Roof area (m2) 720 336
Façade area (m2) 2592 912
Long axis façade(m2) 1080 288
Assignable area(m2) 3672 1142.4
Avg unit area(m2) 153 142.8
Gross area(m2) 4320 1344
Total inhabitation 72 24

values

The four values that we use for evaluating site sys-
tems are materials conservation, energy conserva-
tion, water conservation, and fl exibility. Materials 
conservation refers to conservation and recycling 
of  materials in both the construction process, 
and encouraging recycling once residents are on 
the site. Water and energy conservation are fi rst 
about creating effi cient units that do not require 
high inputs for comfort, and secondarily, are 
about integrating new alternative energy and wa-
ter sources that reduce dependence on resources. 
Flexibility is key because buildings that can be 
used for a longer time do not require resource-
intensive redevelopment as often. 

the medium road – sustainability made af-
fordable

Of  course, developers do not make decisions on 
values alone – they also have to consider costs. 
The medium road on the left shows some inex-
pensive steps toward sustainability. Many of  these 
elements actually control costs. For example, the 
use of  pre-fabricated elements often controls 
quality, and is sustainable because it creates less 
waste on the site. Also, providing options in the 
design of  units takes some extra design work in 
the beginning, but facilitates valuable future op-
tionality. Collecting rainwater on rooftops to use 
for irrigation is affordable because no fi ltration is 
needed, and Vanke can directly recoup the benefi t 
of  saved water. 

the high road – looking ahead to resource 
constraints

The high road integrates many more sustainable 
technologies. Although these options are more 
cost-intensive, with rising energy prices and re-
source constraints, these particular systems might 
one day be cost-effective, or could be used for 
showcase green developments if  consumer pref-
erences for green technologies begin to mirror 
those seen in the West.

building typologies

To begin to explore the building typologies used 
by Vanke. We then developed two hybrid typolo-
gies that would create variety for consumers, as 
well as had high unit effi ciencies and long con-
tinuous façade areas – important to many sustain-
able technologies. 

evaluating building typologies by our val-
ues

Our next step was to evaluate different building 
typologies by properties by their performance in 
accordance with our values, as is seen in the chart 
on the following page. This evaluation does not 
mean that one particular typology is “worse” than 
another, but that each has different constraints 
that may affect the particular mix of  buildings 
one may want to put on the site. For example, 

units with a higher amount of  fl oor area on the 
ground fl oor could be considered more fl exible, 
due to their suitability for conversion to other 
uses. Villas are less effi cient in terms of  the num-
ber of  people that can be housed on the site, but 
can be constructed with alternative materials that 
cannot be used in the construction of  higher-den-
sity buildings, and because of  their high percent-
age of  roof  area, provide fertile opportunities for 
rainwater harvesting. High-rises have less area for 
rainwater catchment, but the effi ciency of  plumb-
ing infrastructure is much greater. Each of  these 
trade-offs should be evaluated in the mix of  the 
buildings on the site.
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High-Rise VillaTownhouseWalk-UpMid-Rise



Shanghai Monthly Rainfall Capture in Cubic Meters

Hi-Rise Mid-Rise Walkup Townhouse Villa
R o o f 
Area

432 480 576 720 196

Avg. Rain-
fall

Jan 44 17 19 23 29 8
Feb 63 24 27 33 41 11
Mar 78 30 34 40 51 14
April 107 42 46 55 69 19
May 123 48 53 64 80 22
June 169 58 65 78 97 26
July 134 46 51 62 77 21
Aug 126 49 54 65 82 22
Sept 150 58 65 78 97 26
Oct 50 19 22 26 32 9
Nov 49 19 21 25 32 9
Dec 41 16 18 21 27 7

Total 385 428 513 642 175
Source of Rainfall Data: Shanghai Municipality Website

Water Usage for Diff erent Building Types (in cubic meters)
Hi-Rise Mid-Rise Walk Up Town House Villa

Toilet water usage 5,400 3,600 1,800 1,200 150
Other water usage 24,840 16,560 8,280 5,520 690
Graywater recycled 22,356 14,904 7,452 4,968 621
Rainwater harvested 385 428 513 642 175
Shortfall 7,499 5,256 2,628 1,752 219
Piped water required 8,549 5,992 2,996 1,997 250
% Demand met on-
site

75% 76% 79% 83% 95%

Assumptions:
Total per-cap Usage 140
Graywater/cap (m3) 115
Blackwater/cap (m3) 25
Annual Rainfall 
(mm)

1200

Recycling effi  ciency 0.9
Rooft op capture effi  0.75
Piped water leakage 0.15
Shang per cap usage 653

water

The facades and especially rooftops of  buildings 
are important components for many sustain-
able interventions. Roofs can bed used for green 
roofs, for solar water heating, and for rainwa-
ter catchments, and often a combination of  the 
three. Due to the heavy rainfall in Shanghai and 
Shanghai’s particular shortage of  freshwater, we 
felt that rainwater catchment would be the best 
use of  our rooftop space. The table below shows 
the rich possibilities for rainwater catchment in 
different building typologies.  
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BAI MA



REGIONAL CONTEXT

The Bai Ma site is located in the district of  Songji-
ang, on the Southest outskirts of  Shanghai, X km 
from the city center. 

Although currently a quiet suburban area, the site 
is located along a major growth corridor being 
planned by the municipal authorities. Commercial 
expansion and a planned increase in transporta-
tion infrastrucutre could lead the area to a major 
increase in density, as the population of  Shanghai 
continues spread and expand across the city.   

Along with its proximity to Shanghai, the site is 
located near the growing new town of  Songiang 
city, home to several universities, as well as an 
industrial zone that has successfully drawn sev-
eral electronics manufacutring facilities. The site 
is only a few kilometers from the growing town 
of  QiBau,where the other site considered by this 
studio is located.

Although now an area of  formless residential 
sprawl, we believe that the increased attractive-
ness of  the area will probably cause the area 
around Bai Ma to lok more like Qi Bao in the 
coming years. Our plan attempts to respect the 
current suburban environment of  the area, while 
anticipating a rapid shift toward a more urban 
context.

image caption text will go here. source: xxxxx
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expanding transportation system

The Bai Ma site is located about 20 kilometers 
from a station on the planned high-speed train 
line between Shanghai and Beijing, and approxi-
mately 7 kilometers from the nearest Shanghai 
Metro station. Because the area is of  low density, 
it can only support extremely limited bus service, 
leading to a “last mile” problem for those who 
commute by public transport. With higher popu-
lation density, the site and the surrounding area 
will probably be able to support improved transit 
links to the subway, similar to those found around 
Holiday Town. 

Bai Ma is also poised to accept be attractive to the 
increasing number of  Shanghai residsents who 
drive. The site is currently outside the Xth Ring 
Road, and will is located near what will be a major 
thoroughfare between a new proposed highway 
and the Ring Road. 

The site itself  is bisected by a major roadway, 
leading the site to often feel lke two distinct par-
cels. Whether to oconsider these two  parcels sep-
arately or to bridge this gap is one of  the major 
challenges that the site 



local farmer housing

villa “clubhouse”

farning on-site

immediate surroundings

The Bai Ma site is a greenfi eld development built 
on land that until recently contained a farming 
village. To the North of  the site is new housing 
built independently by local farmers, to the South 
of  site is and to all other sides, there is either 
planned or exisitng villa-style development. 

The area is a patchwork of  development from 
different developers, built in radically different 
styles. The developments are all gated, and do not 
relate to each other at all. The only commercial 
services within walking distance are found at a 
nearby farming village that will soon be relocated 
for more villa development.

Another interesting feeature of  the site are the se-
ries of  agricultral canals that run through the en-
tire area. The canals connect to a major navigable 
waterways, making them a possible condiut for 
connections between communities, recreation, 
and possibly, trnasportation.
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PROCESS

Through the course of  this semester, this studio 
has planned the Bai Ma site through a three step 
process: 

Identifi cation of  site and current plan 
(Vanke Scheme) challenges and shortcomings

Preparation and evaluation of  a plan 
that could be enacted immediately, provid-
ing moderate improvements within the exist-
ing framework (Enhanced Vanke Scheme)

Preparation of  a fl exible, phased develop-
ment plan that resolves the challenges of  the Vanke 
and Enhanced Vanke Schemes (Phased Scheme)

The Vanke Scheme is typical of  suburban hous-
ing development plans in Shanghai.  It provides 
context for subsequent schemes, as well as a 
baseline of  sustainability by which to measure the 
schemes’ improvements.  The Enhanced Vanke 
Scheme serves two purposes.  First, it provides 
obvious improvements to the Vanke Scheme that 
can be easily implemented.  It does not involve 
long-term evaluation of  the site or serious recon-
sideration of  the Vanke scheme.  Second, it pro-
vides a benchmark for a more thoughtful, pro-
gressive development plan for the site (Phased 
Scheme).  The Phased Scheme is a long-term ap-
proach to the development of  the Bai Ma site that 
more aggressively pursues ecological, economic, 
and equitable sustainability.  It responds to real 
estate values and resource scarcity in its timing 
and technology.  The studio’s Program Group 
recommendations for site systems, building sys-
tems and technology, and community were used 
to evaluate and shape the Enhanced Vanke and 
Phased Schemes.  

»

»

»

Full Site Build Out
High Density For Sale

“Middle Road” Systems

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Soil Remediation
Waterways Restoration
Managed Open Space

Infrastructure 
Retail, Rental 

Resource Condition:
24 Hr Water Service

Electricity Costs @ 2x

Resource Condition:
Further Limited Water 

Availability, Prohibitive 
Electricity Costs

UNMET

MET UNMET

MET

METUNMET

Market Trigger:   2x real estate values

Full Site Build Out
High Density For Sale 
“High Road” Systems

Full Site Build Out
High Density For Sale

Majority of inputs 
generated on-site

Continue Remediation, Restoration
Increase Density, Activity at Center

For Sale,  Partial Build Out
Additional Retail

“Middle Road” Systems

Continue remediation, restoration
Increase Density, Activity at Center

For Sale,  Partial Build Out
Additional Retail

“High Road” Systems

Market Trigger:         redevelopment in surrounding area

Resource Condition:
24 Hr Water Service

Electricity Costs @ 2x



THE VANKE SCHEME

Vanke purchased the Bai Ma site and inherited the 
existing units on the Northwest corner of  the site 
from another developer.  With Vanke’s complete 
build-out plan, the site would have a population 
of  about 6,100 residents, 3,700 square meters of  
retail, 8,360 square meters of  community space 
(including a kindergarten), and approximately 
35% of  the site reserved as open space.  The Bai 
Ma units are targeted at lower-middleclass house-
holds.  

scheme shortcomings

The Vanke scheme could be improved in several 
ways.  Although over 100 units have been sold, 
only about a dozen are occupied.  Because of  the 
end of  the speculative market, the new custom-
ers for Bai Ma are potential residents looking to 
move in immediately.  

The site poses several challenges, and, as designed, 
as several shortcomings, including: 

The site is marketed at a demograph-
ic that does not yet have high car ownership, 
yet there are poor transportatation connec-
tions to nearby retail options and Shanghai.

Extensive bicicyle  infrastructure is 
provided outside the site, but there is no in-
frastructure for internal bicycle circulation.   

The hard boundaries around the site 
make it unattractive from the outside, and de-
crease resident connections with nearby areas.

The canals are under-
utilized as features of  the site. 

»

»

»

»

There are few retail options in the sur-
rounding are, and there   is  no  town  cen-
ter  in  the development, increasing the 
sense of  isolation in the environment. 

The underground park-
ing is threatened by the high water table.

Although the  developer considers the 
site a single development, there is little connec-
tion between the two sides of  the development.

In our interviews, at Holiday Town, 
many residents felt a sense of  community within 
their small group of  buildings. Due to the mo-
notony of  the site plan, there  are no “subcom-
munities” within  the current Bai Ma scheme.  

»

»

»

»
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Setback at canal provides space for bike path 
and pedestrian access.

Athletic fi elds and courts provide view cor-
ridor between green space and street.

Traffi c calming pavement and a signalized intersection away from the 
main car entrance to the site enables pedestrian crossing.

Vanke shuttle, similar to that at Holiday 
Town, could provide service to subway stop and 
Qi Bao.

Two story convenience retail with surface 
parking to attract through traffi c.  Destina-
tion services such as health care clinics and 
local community council offi ce located on the 
second fl oor.

A variety of  community planning addresses the needs 
of  all ages, including the elderly, who may make up a 
great deal of  residents. 

Secondary bike path connects 
to arterial bike lane.

Recreational and secondary bike paths 
connect.

ENHANCED VANKE SCHEME

Our fi rst step in looking at the site was to develop 
a scheme that kept the basic metrics of  Vanke’s 
scheme, but made some improvements to the 
shortcomings noted previously. With these short-
comings in mind, we developed what we called 
the “Enhanced Vanke Scheme..” While not an 
ideal plan, this initial strategy for looking at the 
site this way allowed us develop a few ideas about 
what could be easily changed. 

The Enhanced Vanke Scheme provides an imme-
diate alternative to the Vanke Scheme.  It makes 
obvious and easy-to-accomplish improvements 
to site systems, buildings, and community. 

Bike and walking paths along the canal encour-
age internal non-vehicular circulation and enhance 
open spaces.

Enhanced Vanke Scheme



APPROACH TO PHASING

Phased plans often use chronological benchmarks, 
or triggers, to initiate phases.  Within the frame-
work of  China’s fast-growing economy, increas-
ing energy demand, extensive greenfi eld devel-
opment and urbanization, stratifying society, and 
its emerging role in global markets, it is diffi cult 
to predict appropriate years at which to initiate 
phases at Bai Ma with any certainty.  Instead, real 
estate values and resource pricing have been used 
as demand indicators to initiate phases. (This ap-
proach is in line with Real Options Theory valua-
tion of  the development rights.)

starting out

Phase I would be undertaken immediately to in-
vigorate the existing Bai Ma community and be-
gin soil remediation and waterways restoration. 
Given that current sales are slow and Vanke does 
not have to pay property taxes, it is reasonable to 
assume that they could delay full development of  
the site.  This would allow for remediation and 
restoration work, as well as appreciation of  land 
value.  

leveraging market conditions

Phases II and III would be triggered by market 
conditions in the surrounding area. Using market 
conditions and fi nancial indicators to initiate sub-
sequent phases would allow Vanke to avoid slow 
sales and lower-than-expected prices.  This is a 
signifi cant shift from the Vanke Scheme, which 
relies on investor speculation for sales and has 
faltered under recent government regulations that 
limit speculative investments.

responding to resources

Once a phase is triggered by an economic con-
dition, current resource availability and pricing 
would determine the technology used to develop 
the housing needed to respond to market condi-
tions.  If  resource the outlined resource criteria 
are met, more aggressive “high road” technology 
is used.  If  they are unmet, “low road” technolo-
gy is implemented.  The Phased Scheme outlines 
one site plan per phase, with suffi cient fl exibility 
to accommodate all levels of  technology.

utilizing the building systems toolkit

The Building Toolkit, created by the Building Sys-
tems Program Group, outlines low and high road 
strategies, and provides specifi c technologies to 
achieve each strategy (the “tools”).  These tools 
have been pulled from the toolkit to illustrate the 
technologies employed in each phase.

The Phased Scheme that follows demonstrates 
the most resource-restricted scenario.  

Full Site Build Out
High Density For Sale

“Middle Road” Systems

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Soil Remediation
Waterways Restoration
Managed Open Space

Infrastructure 
Retail, Rental 

Resource Condition:
24 Hr Water Service

Electricity Costs @ 2x

Resource Condition:
Further Limited Water 

Availability, Prohibitive 
Electricity Costs

UNMET

MET UNMET

MET

METUNMET

Market Trigger:   2x real estate values

Full Site Build Out
High Density For Sale 
“High Road” Systems

Full Site Build Out
High Density For Sale

Majority of inputs 
generated on-site

Continue Remediation, Restoration
Increase Density, Activity at Center

For Sale,  Partial Build Out
Additional Retail

“Middle Road” Systems

Continue remediation, restoration
Increase Density, Activity at Center

For Sale,  Partial Build Out
Additional Retail

“High Road” Systems

Market Trigger:         redevelopment in surrounding area

Resource Condition:
24 Hr Water Service

Electricity Costs @ 2x

Two times the current Bai Ma real estate 
values is comparable to current real estate 
values outside Qi Bao Town.

Redevelopment of  the surrounding 
low density housing will signal that 
the market is ready for higher density 
housing.  Vanke should initiate this 
phase as soon as nearby redevelop-
ment begins to avoid the possibility 
of  a saturated market later on.
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phase one

Phase I responds to Bai Ma’s lack of  identity and 
inability to draw residents by creating a central 
node without over-building.  The development of  
a town center along the east-west arterial road is 
prioritized as a way to defi ne a Bai Ma identity.  

The town center includes a vibrant court where 
an urban waterscape interfaces with the club-
house (community/athletic center).  Wide, pat-
terned pedestrian street crossings connect this 
active area to retail and services on the southern 
side of  the site.  The fi rst retail buildings are large 
enough to accommodate a grocery store and have 
a signifi cant street presence.  Visible surface park-
ing makes access easy for non-residents, increas-
ing the customer-base.  Urban water re-emerges 
on this side, creating a more pleasant central area.  
This new commercial center is supported by a va-
riety of  additional housing types that make Bai 
Ma attractive to a variety of  homeowners and 
renters.  As part of  the town center, studios, simi-
lar to the A-Nesting building at Holiday Town, 
reinforce the urban street character.

The second fl oor commercial space is set aside 
for services such as a health or dental clinic, post 
offi ce, library, banks, and the local Community 
Council.  These “destination” uses do not require 
ground fl oor access, but will draw in additional 
pedestrian traffi c.  Securing retail and service ten-
ants earlier, even if  subsidized (a common prac-
tice at other Vanke developments) is important in 
positioning Bai Ma to serve at the urban center 
for the surrounding area as it continues to de-
velop.

phase one sq. meters added
fl ats 23,000
studios 4,000
commercial 12,000
community 6,500

phase one total square meters
residential 42,370
commercial 12,000
community 6,500
units 292
residents 877

The retail buildings are engineered to facilitate 
additional fl oors in anticipation of  future demand 
for offi ce space and housing.  The retail and stu-
dio buildings wrap around structured parking.

Undeveloped land, held as an investment for later 
development, can be leased for sustainable agri-
cultural uses.  Remediation work on the canals 
and surrounding area will be initiated for current 
and future open space.  



phase one massings

site systems 

In Phase I, the site plan that will carry the site 
through future changes is established. The canals 
are remediated and cleaned to prepare for their 
role as recreational spots and stormwater manage-
ment features. Site infrastructure, such as future 
roadways, are laid out. After this basic infrastruc-
ture is estabished, the undeveloped part of  the 
site can be leased back to farmers for sustainable 
agricultural practices, including the cultivation of  
bamboo or poplar to be used as biofuel.

The road infastructure is developed with two 
goals - creating easy access for vehicles moving 
between residences and the outside of  the site, 
and minimizing interference with the canals. Au-
tomobile connections between residential units 
on the site are discouraged through a road system 
that does not provide arterial automobile connec-
tions between the quadrants of  the site. Intra-site 
transport is expected be by walking or by biking. 
Residents that choose to drive between different 
residential units on the site will be encouraged 
through this street design to use the public roads 
outside the site, maintaining a quiet, private atmo-
sphere inside.

In addition to road infrastructure, the future ee-
rgy enfrastructure of  the site is also established. 
Along with roads, the infrastructure for cooling 
and heating through a regional boiler system is 
developed. The the boiler can burn biofuels, but 
can later be converted to other fuels. Although 
with the limited build out of  the site regional 
cooling and heating will not yet accrue economies 
of  scale, creating the infrastructure at this stage 
looks forward to the time in the future when this 

Landscaping is provided 
by cultivated fi elds of 
poplar or bamboo that 
can be utilized as biofu-
els.

Parking spots are 
made of semi-perme-
able pavings, as found 
in other Vanke devel-
opments.

Remediation of the north-
ern and southern canals 
begins so that these ares 
can become valuable 
open spaces. 

The main vehicular entrance 
to the site is separated from 
the signalized pedestrian 
crosswalk to improve traffi c 
fl ow.

Road and utility infrastruc-
turre is laid out early to 
prepare for future devel-
opment. 

becomes more feasible with increased density, 
and eventually to a time when Vanke can act as a 
regional provider of  heating and cooling for the 
entire local area. 
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phase one massings

building systems and typologies

fl exibility

Buildings in phase 1 are designed for 
maximum fl exibility.  The town center is de-
signed with a structure capable of  supporting ad-
ditional residential towers above. Roof  systems 
are designed to be green spaces in the future 

Rental units are clustered around the 
town center. The 4-walk up low rise was chosen 
the main housing building type.  Its fl exibility lies 
in its appeal to all ages of  occupants, proximity 
to green space and parking, and ample outdoor 
spaces.  Its utilization of  passive ground coupled 
cooling, natural ventilation, high thermal mass 
make ensure that it uses less energy for heating 
and cooling.  The balcony system offers passive 
solar access and summer time cooling, while the 
roof  system is set up for rainwater collection.  Be-
cause there are no elevators or required mechani-
cal ventilation, the stand by energy required is low.

The infrastructure is laid into place 
for the distribution of  hot and and chilled 
water from a central plant.  On-site treat-
ment of  sewerage begins in bio fi ltration 
berm zones on the western site perimeter.

»

»

»
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phase one massings

community 

Phase One is a critical step in creating a sustain-
able community at BaiMa.  The town center’s re-
tail and services may need to be subsidized ini-
tially, as they are at other Vanke developments.  
The early build out of  convenience retail, such 
as food stores, and services for the surrounding 
area, are important pieces to creating a sense of  
place that draws in residents and attracts custom-
ers from other nearby developments.  

Transportation will continue to be a concern.  
Ample parking should be provided as car owner-
ship and use is expected to increase in the short 
term.  Alternatives, such as shuttle service to mass 
transit and car sharing should also be provided.  
Perimeter bike routes will meet up with the exist-
ing bike lanes on major roads.  This will initiate a 
cycling hierarchy that will encourage local biking.  

Open space, both landscaped in its fi nal form and 
as leased agricultural land, must be promoted as 
an attraction and valued by residents.  Vanke can 
use the open space as a lifestyle marketing tool, 
and as an educational tool to promote sustain-
ability.

The key concern with security is to maintain the 
appearance of  a distinct secure site that meets 
residents’ psychological needs.  This can be done 
with light fences and keyed gates along the canals 
and landscaped burns along major roads.  Car en-
trances can be equipped with card-reader access 
and guard gates allowing fl exibility between these 
two systems, as well as the potential to remove 
both.  (See drawing in Phase Two.)

Decorative, textured 
paving slows traffi c and 
indicates pedestrian 
right-of-way.

Perimeter bike path connects to arte-
rial bike lane.

Children’s outdoor area with separate 
play equipment for toddlers and older 
children to encourage physical develop-
ment.  Small hard surface areas for ball 
games.  Benches for parents.

Studio apartments targeted at 
students from nearby colleges, 
young professionals, and older 
parents locating near children 
and grandchildren.

Bus stop centrally located to 
serve retail and community 
spaces.  Cooperative commu-
nity shuttle connects to other 
developments and subway.

Two story convenience retail 
with surface parking to at-
tract through traffi c.  Destina-
tion services such as health 
care clinics and local com-
munity council offi ce located 
on the second fl oor.

Programming at clubhouse to be 
determined by resident need and 
guided by community programming 
recommendations.

photo: streetprint

Services programming should respond to the Bai-
Ma population.  Vanke can use surveys at BaiMa 
and other developments to determine specifi c 
resident needs and ensure that residents will par-
ticipate in services provided.  Phase One is an ex-
cellent opportunity for Vanke to fi nd and/or train 
a professional service provider.
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phase two

Phase II is triggered by a doubling of  the real es-
tate values in the Bai Ma area.  It primarily adds 
housing on the northern side of  the site.  A small 
amount of  commercial space is added to expand 
retail opportunities.

Housing continues to maximize solar access, and 
is organized around the improved canals and 
open quads.  The combination of  fl ats and row-
houses accommodates multi-generational fami-
lies that wish to live close to each other, but not 
in the same unit.  The live/work units along the 
east-west arterial are targeted towards young pro-
fessionals and entrepreneurs.  These households 
help create a vibrant atmosphere near the town 
center and may eventually move into fl ats or row-
houses as their families grow.   

Building clusters are loosely bounded by internal 
streets and parking areas.  Each building cluster 
shares a small, more private open space, and has 
access to a canal.  These clusters promote com-
munity interaction on a smaller, more intimate 
scale, which should be considered in the design 
of  individual buildings and entries as well.

The new commercial space completes the urban 
waterscape courtyard with leisure retail.  Restau-
rants and coffee shops can provide outdoor seat-
ing.  The proximity to the clubhouse and athletic 
fi elds allows parents and grandparents to watch 
children at play.

A diversity of  open spaces provides a wide vari-
ety of  recreational options for residents. The me-
andering path on the center island of  the west-
ern canal provides public access through the site 
during the day without compromising resident 

phase two sq. meters added
rowhouses 50,000
fl ats 100,000
live/work 6,000
commercial 4,100

phase two total square meters
residential 198,370
commercial 16,100
community 6,500
units 1,368
residents 4,104

security.  It passes through the town center as it 
connects the northern and southern canals.  The 
paths and open space along the northern portion 
of  the western canal are landscaped to provide 
a tranquil walking experience.  Outdoor seating 
and tables are provided for small gatherings and 
games, which are popular with the older genera-
tions.  An extended green can be used for tai chi 
and larger gatherings, and transitions to the ur-
ban waterscape and athletic fi elds.  As the canal 
emerges from the town center on the southern 
side of  the site, the surrounding area provides 
play structures and open spaces for children. 



phase two massings

site systems 

In Phase II, some of  the land leased for agriculture 
is brought into development.  The site systems are 
enhanced to respond to the increased density of  
the area by introducing a public pedestrian walk 
through the western side of  the site, connecting 
the retail town center with the canals to the North 
and South of  the site. The privacy and security of  
the residential areas is ensured with a separation 
of  this path from the the residential areas using 
the water feature itself, creating a sense of  privacy 
and a sense of  public vibracy at the same time.

As the canals become major focal points for the 
development, Vanke should be leading the way 
in working with other developers and district of-
fi cials in actively managing the water quality of  
the canals, and preserving their use as open space. 
This development preserves a 50-meter setback 
from the major canals. By being the fi rst devel-
oper to take this step, Vanke can show leadership 
in developing the canals as major amenities, and 
should lobby government offi cials and create 
partnerships with other developers to monitor 
water quality, create connections between devel-
opments, and ensure public access within 50 me-
ters of  the canals. 

A public path stretches from 
the retail core to the main ca-
nals. To preserve privacy for res-
idents while creating a vibrant 
public connection, the path is 
separated from residential ar-
eas by placing it on a strip of 
land within the center of the 
canal. 

A 50-meter setback from the canal is be preserved 
as open space. Vanke should lobby government 
offi cials and work with local developers to make 
this setback standard along all the major canals, 
leading to the provision of important district-level 
connections between developments.

PRIVATE OPEN SPACE SPINE

Public path, separated from residences by water, leads 
from retail to recreational water spaces. 

PUBLIC OPEN SPACE SPINE

Private paths create an amenity 
just for residents.

A signalized pedestrian cross-
wolk is separated from the ma-
jor car intersection (a 4-way 
stop) to improve traffi c circu-
lation for both cars anad pe-
destrians as the centeral town 
square beccomes more active 
with increased density. 
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phase two massings

building systems and typologies

Phase two adds more of  the 4 story 
walk up, and row house building types.  A key 
feature of  both of  these is the balcony zone 
which is designed for reconfi guration.  By uti-
lizing a steel structure in this area, components 
of  the building façade may be reconfi gured at a 
later point.  Building occupants may choose to 
fi t-out their balconies in a variety of  ways.  For 
example, one owner might choose to purchase 
a glass solarium, while another may prefer a 
screened in porch with wood shutters.  The in-
creasing cost effectiveness of  owner installed and 
operated solar thermal and photovoltaic façade 
panels are also accommodated in this system.  
As technologies become more affordable, pan-
els can be purchased from a manufacturer under 
contract with the development to provide façade-
integrated panels for harvesting solar energy. 

The balcony zone also allows for 
plant life to be incorporated directly into 
the façade of  the buildings.  Plants offer a 
natural shading system and cooling effect 
(through transpiration) for the units beyond. 

In phase II the central mechanical plant 
begins integrates bio mass as a fuel source for 
generating hot water, and chilled water.  The 
chiller energy consumption is reduced by the 
utilization of  a ground source heat exchang-
er integrated into the wetlands of  the site.

»

»

»
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phase two massings

community 

Phase Two builds on the community infrastruc-
ture of  Phase One.  

Additional landscaped quads provide new op-
portunities for residents to enjoy the outdoors.  
There are specifi c areas for young and old chil-
dren, as well as walking paths and outdoor seating 
for seniors.  

The town center expands in square footage.  Dis-
tinct pedestrian crossings, at traffi c lights, allow 
shoppers to easily cross between the two sides of  
the street.  Second fl oor services, including the lo-
cal Community Council, health care, and manage-
ment offi ces are above ground destinations.  The 
urban waterscape is enhanced by sidewalk cafes, 
which provide parents and grandparents places to 
rest and watch their children at play on the ath-
letic fi elds.

Inter-development coordination can be strength-
ened through cooperative shuttles that stop at 
a number of  developments as well as services, 
shopping, and transportation.  Inter-development 
athletic leagues and events, organized through the 
clubhouse, can also promote interactions.

Recreational bike paths along the canals enhance 
larger community connections, and options for 
physical activity.  Opportunities for alternative 
transportation are increasingly important and ap-
propriate as density increases and energy resourc-
es decrease.

Foot path winds through the site on an 
isolated island, allowing public access 
and retaining resident security.  Open 
during daylights hours.

Gates at path entrance allow 
residents to access public canal 
paths and maintain secruity.

Live/work loft style build-
ing to activate street 
and attract young pro-
fessionals.

Buildings create court-
yards with more intimate 
open space.  Could be 
private gardens, play ar-
eas, or outdoor seating.

Outdoor seating at the 
urban court allows par-
ents and grandparents 
to watch children play.

Tranquil path and open space 
provides refuge for older resi-
dents to stroll, chat, and play 
board games.

photo: amazinggates.com
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phase three

Full site build out is achieved in Phase III.  The 
original, existing housing is replaced with more 
effi cient, higher-density buildings.  Additional 
fl oors of  housing are added above retail buildings 
to expand housing options, and to create more of  
an urban feel.  

High rises, responding to the higher density of  
the area, are located on the northeastern edge 
of  the site to preserve existing sunlight penetra-
tion. Luxury triplexes, along the northern and 
the southern canals, provide high-value, private 
units. The live/work lofts in the center of  the site 
may be converted into retail, depending upon de-
mand. 

Because of  increasing density, a bus rapid cor-
ridor may enter the arterial road running through 
the site. Planning for a major BRT station on the 
site can solidify the role of  the site as a major hub 
of  retail and recreation in the area. Due to in-
creased pedestrian traffi c, an overhead crosswalk 
may become necessary, connecting the bus sta-
tion with retail, residences, and open space across 
the street.  

The school is located on the northwestern corner 
of  the site. This location is a private atmosphere 
for learning, and avoids traffi c and access confl icts 
with the residential development.  The nearby 
path connects the school to the town center and 
clubhouse, as well as providing pedestrian and bi-
cycle connections to homes and open space. The 
canal near the school can be used for educational 
purposes and will include an interpretive center 
and boat rental. 

The canals become active recreational waterways 

phase three sq. meters added
townhomes 10,000
rowhouses 40,000
highrise fl ats 50,000
fl ats 80,000
commercial 6,000

phase three total square meters
residential 378,370
commercial 22,100
community 6,500
units 2,609
residents 7828

through docks and overlooks provided on each 
quadrant of  the site. The dock at the southwest-
ern quadrant, near a site entrance, is developed as 
the most active, public node, with possibilities for 
cafes and boat rental. Other nodes can be estab-
lished as the popularity of  the site as a water rec-
reation destination increases.

 



phase three massings

site systems 

Density in the form of  high-rise development is 
added to the new buildings on the Eastern side 
of  the site and in the core, maintaining sun expo-
sure for earlier buildings, and creating more of  an 
urban feel in the town center. Low-density units 
near the canals become high-value, private units 
ideal for large families. A bus rapid transit cor-
ridor becomes possible with the added density. 
A major station at the Bai Ma site solidifi es the 
development’s role as a major hub of  retail and 
recreation in the area.

At this stage, increased density on the site, as well 
as in the surrounding neighborhood, makes re-
gional cooling/heating extremely cost-effi cient 
due to increasing economies of  scale, and creates 
the potential for expanding service to other near-
by developments. At this point, Vanke will be in 
an ideal position to provide heating and cooling 
to nearby residences, capitalizing on an increasing 
demand for comfort from residents as overall liv-
ing standards increase.

Canal dock becomes an active node, inviting 
possibility of water transport between communi-
ties. 

School has its own entrance to 
separate development and 
school traffi c.

Hi-rises are placed on northeastern side of site 
to allow maximum sunlight to other units.

Bus Rapid Transit stop along new, high-density corridor New pedes-
trian traffi c demands possibley require an overhead crosswalk to the 
retail across the street.  (photo: State of  Maryland webiste)

View looking South: urban water 
feature creates a hardscape pla-
za area perfect for coffee shops, 
elderly recreasion, leading to 
more natural canal environment 
further along the canals.  
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phase three massings

building systems and typologies

energy

The hi- rise building type is added in 
phase III.  The building systems accommo-
date enhanced natural ventilation through the 
incorporation of  air inlets and open vestibule 
spaces.  Stand-by energy is conserved by using 
stack ventilation, low horsepower elevator sys-
tems, and daylight in building common corridors.

In some locations the hi- rise build-
ing type is built directly above existing com-
mercial space.  In this case areas behind the 
buildings are converted into construction stag-
ing areas.  The construction sequence for 
later is integrated into the initial site plan.

Triplex luxury villas are added in 
the areas adjacent to the green belt.  These 
lower building types ensure that sightlines 
from taller buildings to the canals on both 
the north and the south are maintained.

If  it is economical to do so, a combi-
nation-fuel turbine is added to the central me-
chanical plant.  This element adds the possibility 
on-site electrical power generation with utiliza-
tion of  the waste heat produced in the process 
for building heating and cooling systems (co-
generation).  Two new bio-fi ltration berms 
are added to the eastern perimeter of  the site.

»

»

»

»

grey water filtration
greywater: redundant 
plumbing

tower grey water storage and supply
to units below

thermal store
 fresh water storage

wind exhaust

additional sewage treatment berm

hi-rise construction atop 
phase 1 commercial building

inlet for natural ventilation through
core area

dynamic and fixed shading elements
in balcony flex zone

tower grey water storage and supply
to units below

elevator is shared 

construction staging area

additional sewage treatment berm

cogeneration
plant

additional sewage treatment berm

triplex villas 

town center

hi rise



phase three massings

community

Phase Three realizes full build out and a robust 
development and area community.  

The school is located to take advantage of  the ca-
nal and dock as a learning resource.  Its separate 
entrance reduces traffi c strain on the residential 
development.  The main public path connects 
the school to the clubhouse, enabling students to 
move back and forth for activities during and af-
ter school.

A dock and interpretive center is built at one of  
the canal intersections, near the school.  The oth-
er canal intersections can be built out to meet de-
mand for small restaurants and boat rental.  The 
canals, now clean, can provide both recreation 
and transportation.

The “wild” quad allows residents to retreat to a 
less manicured environment and, similar to the 
open space in Phase One, offers Vanke a highly 
marketable, unique amenity.

Bike bridges to encour-
age commuter and er-
rand riding.

Active quad with fi eld for formal and pick up 
games, child’s play area, and exercise equip-
ment.

“Wild” quad connects 
residents to a natural 
landscape.

Potential for further recreational dock 
build out as canal use increases.

Separate school en-
trance to avoid con-
gestion.  Parking pro-
vided for teachers.

School brings students 
from various develop-
ments together.

Recreational dock with 
boat rental, interpretive 
center,and summer-time re-
freshment kiosks.

Limited parking for dock is 
within perimeter, accessi-
ble during the day.  Allows 
for boat launch and path 
access

Recreational and perim-
eter bike paths connect.
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SITE SWITCH

bai ma site - qi bao team plan

Goals of the plan

Due South and SE (site perpen-
dicular) orientation opens up new layouts

Four entry points rath-
er than two on the east-west axis

Smaller phased zones within site

Public/private test buildings on 
southern perimeter of  northern parcel

Public park corridor connect-
ing north and south ends across ca-
nals and into external developments

Use canals as walls, storm-
water treatment and public amenity 

Earth berm parking along perim-

»

»

»

»

»

»

»

eter as a wall and stormwater treatment

Maximize activity of  central node 
on southern edge of  northern parcel

Develop combination of  
four, six and ten storey buildings

Small scattered playgrounds 

Creation of  neighborhoods

Four entrances, six guard 
stations on northern parcel

Higher midrise (8-10 sto-
ries) where possible around greenspace

Integration of  natural systems

Protect and utilize healthy soils

Maximize use of  greenroofs, perme-
able paving, rainwater and greywater harvest-

»

»

»

»

»

»

»

»

»

plan view of  proposed new development on northern side of  Bai Ma site

ing, target 100% onsite stormwater treatment

Onsite greywater treat-
ment and reuse for non-potable uses

Develop basic commercial amenities onsite

Provide spaces for bike parking

Comfortable walk-
ing areas, especially along waterways

Build such that new stormwa-
ter mitigation techniques can be added

Discourage ubiquitous car ownership 
and use by encouraging alternative modal choice

»

»

»

»

»

»



links diagram

Key links highlighted in this diagram include:

Frequent canal crossings, linking the 
site by water and accompanying pathways.

Overlap of  school, com-
mercial, and community uses.

Flexible design for poten-
tial future links to other sites using ca-
nals and greenways as circulation pathways.

Frequent pedestrian crossings of  the road 
dividing the site to serve as a traffi c calming measure 
and aiding in unifying the two sections of  the site.

potential building-specifi c programming

Community Facilities/Commercial A: Overlap 
community facilities that will also benefi t school.  
Examples of  overlapping uses include study/
game rooms, recreational facilities, internet facili-
ties for school work, basement skate park.

Commercial A: Mixture of  commercial, restau-
rants, and additional community facilities if  need-
ed.

Community Facilities/Commercial B : The exist-
ing buildings are very narrow limiting potential 
uses.  Consider mixed uses here, including street 
facing restaurants with rear access to the inner 
patio (rather than a pool), a health clinic that can 
utilize the narrow building structure, and a secu-
rity station, post offi ce, or bank in the inner left 
building.  

»

»

»

»

key community links diagram

community
services

public
realm

security gates/
guards

stormwater
catchment
zones

major circulation
routes

potential building-specifi c programming

Community Facilities/Commercial A: Overlap 
community facilities that will also benefi t school.  
Examples of  overlapping uses include study/
game rooms, recreational facilities, internet facili-
ties for school work, basement skate park.

Commercial A: Mixture of  commercial, restau-
rants, and additional community facilities if  need-
ed.

Community Facilities/Commercial B : The exist-
ing buildings are very narrow limiting potential 
uses.  Consider mixed uses here, including street 
facing restaurants with rear access to the inner 
patio (rather than a pool), a health clinic that can 
utilize the narrow building structure, and a secu-
rity station, post offi ce, or bank in the inner left 
building.  
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REGIONAL POLICY 
RECOMMENDATIONS

site systems

Create fl exible zoning requirements

Sustainable developments are fl exible, and able to 
respond to changes in real estate market condi-
tions and resource scarcities. In this time of  rapid 
urbanization, zoning regulations should be fl ex-
ible enough to allow for rapid changes that allow 
an effi cient use of  resources.

Encourage appropriate landscape ele-
ments

Because of  the wealth of  cheap labor found in 
China and the subsidization of  water, developers 
tend to want to create labor- and water-intensive 
landscapes. By choosing appropriate landscape 
elements and using water-saving maintenance 
practices, site water usage can be decreased by 
more than half  without compromising the de-
sign or the aesthetic of  the site. The “xeriscape” 
movement in the US promotes the creative use 
of  landscape elements that do not require any net 

addition of  water to survive in their habitat. In a 
sub-tropical climate like that of  Shanghai, there 
are many options for plants that do not require 
additional water. The district can encourage indig-
enous landscaping by using this type of  landscape 
in prominent public areas, holding design com-
petitions for the use of  water-effi cient landscape, 
and providing monetary incentives to developers. 
These one-time expenditures will yield continued 
water savings over time. 

Canopy cover over 40% of  the public right-of-
ways maximizes carbon absorption by trees, re-
ducing the total carbon emitted by a development.  
This should be standard in design approval.  A 
variance from this standard should require ad-
ditional plantings elsewhere to offset the loss of  
canopy.

Encourage district-level power generation

In large residential districts, new towns could col-
laborate to produce energy at the district level, 
and even to sell power back to the municipal grid. 
Municipal governments should allow developers 

to sell electricity.

Recycle at the household level

Informal recyclers collect and recycle glass, paper, 
and cardboard throughout Chinese cities. How-
ever, in gated new communities, this type of  re-
cycling is less convenient for homeowners. The 
district can step in by either picking up recycling 
at a household or block level, or by licensing ex-
isting informal recyclers, working with developers 
to give them access to gated communities. Recy-
cling services should be extended to local busi-
nesses as well.

Encourage regional open space systems 

The canal system in the Soong Jun area should 
be developed as a regional waterway and green-
belt to provide recreational and educational op-
portunities, remediate the water through natural 
systems, and improve storm water drainage.  A 
50-meter setback on each side of  the regional ca-
nals provides enough space for a green corridor 
and bike path.  Requiring this space to be publicly 
accessible would create a regional network of  rec-
reational bike paths and healthy canals, as well as 

signature attraction for the region.  Public access 
to the canals should be visible, clearly marked, 
and open during daylight hours.  Plantings that 
can fi lter and remediate these natural systems 
should be chosen. 

Building Systems

Require the use of more environmentally 
friendly concrete 

Fly Ash, a by-product of  coal burning power 
plants, can be substituted for energy-intensive ce-
ment in concrete, as can other industrial byprod-
ucts such as tire rubber and recycled post con-
sumer aggregate. Concrete with these admixtures 
requires less cement and has greater insulation 
value and less weight.

Create an energy effi ciency rating system 
for homes

Chinese developers are not encouraged to develop 
more energy-effi cient units because, even though 
these units pay for themselves in energy savings 

over time, the increase in construction costs is 
borne by the developer, while the lowered main-
tenance cost would be enjoyed by the consumer. 
Chinese consumers do not have enough informa-
tion to know how much money they would save 
by purchasing an energy-effi cient home. Having a 
codifi ed rating system would encourage develop-
ers to build more energy-effi cient units that they 
could sell at a premium to consumers who can see 
exactly what their cost savings would be. 

Allowing building codes fl exibility for grey 
water systems

Grey-water re-use and rainwater catchment sys-
tems are some of  the most inexpensive resource-
saving improvements that can be made to a build-
ing. However, in many countries, these systems 
face regulatory hurdles because of  outdated 
building codes that require redundant water sys-
tems from other sources. By reviewing building 
codes with greywater systems in mind, govern-
ments can make sure that they are not imposing 
extra fees on developers that want to create such 
systems. 

photo:buildinggreen.netphoto:greenbuildings.santamonica.org



Impose stringent disposal fees for construc-
tion waste

Some US states, such as California, require build-
ers to submit a Waste Reduction and Recycling 
Plan during the permitting stage of  building. 
If  such a requirement were created in China, a 
developer that could create an effi cient plan for 
recycling materials would have a signifi cant cost 
advantage. Recycled building materials are com-
petitive in price and quality with new materials, 
and are resource-effi cient because they close the 
recycling loop while avoiding extraction of  more 
resources. Online and regional markets for re-
cycled materials exist in the US and in most of  
Europe, but are not yet well developed in China.

Community Development

Link developments to create a regional 
identity

Coordination and common requirements between 
different developments could create a more co-
hesive region. Soft boundaries between develop-
ments, using features like plantings, low fences, 
and berms reduce the visual and social severity 

of  development edges, as well as extending view 
corridors. Multiple pedestrian access points to a 
development promote local pedestrian activity by 
diminishing the barriers between home and des-
tination.  

 

Security

Municipalities can utilize design regulations and 
review to reduce the use of  fences and walls, par-
ticularly around areas designated for public use.   
They can also facilitate meetings between the 
management companies of  neighboring develop-
ment, as well as local police, to address safety and 
security issues on a district level.

Promote bicycle usage

Secure and convenient bicycle parking for resi-
dential and retail tenants is critical to maintain-
ing China’s current rate of  bicycle use; develop-
ers should provide covered bicycle parking for 
30% of  the residents and one space for every 100 
square meters for retail (0.01). 

Limit car usage among drivers

Car parking ratios can be used as a deterrent to 
car ownership, by requiring proof  of  dedicated 
parking in order to buy a car and additional park-
ing fees, as is the case in Japan.  Where the wa-
ter table is low, underground parking can cause 
great environmental harm.  District governments 
should encourage surface and structured parking 
where this is a concern. Car-sharing is increas-
ingly popular in the U.S. as an affordable, con-
venient alternative to car ownership.  Developers 
are often granted reduced parking requirements 
for including car share spaces and arranging ser-
vice.   This has great potential in China.  

Promote bus usage

The bus is quite popular in China and develop-
ers must accommodate its service through curb 
cuts and signage.  In addition, there are social and 
cost benefi ts to combining the shuttle services of  
individual developers into one or a few shuttles 
that service the community clubs, nearest subway 
station, and local grocery store(s).  

Create a network of community facilities

A vibrant district has an array of  community 
facilities and activities available to its residents.  
District planning and design review can discour-
age duplication and overbuilding, and thereby 
promote diversity.  Public access requirements 
also promote social interaction and wider use of  
facilities.  In addition to built facilities, suffi cient 
open space is critical to a high quality of  life.  
FAR and footprint maximums should be in place, 
and compatible with fl exible zoning and building 
codes.  An alternative is to set a minimum open 
space requirement for large developments (i.e., 
30% of  site retained as open space).  A variety of  
open space programming ensures it is accessible 
to all; elderly and young children derive different 
benefi ts from open space and both should be ac-
commodated.

Provide comprehensive services

Services, such as health care and education, that 
are of  high quality and conveniently located pro-
mote active, competitive communities.  Services 
should be located near public transportation.  Co-
locating a variety of  services together can encour-

photo:lantra.co.uk photo:bethesda.org
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CONCLUSION

As a typical Chinese greenfi eld development, the 
development of  Bai Ma can serve as an example 
for future developments by Vanke and other de-
velopers.  Our approach, refl ected in the devel-
opment decision chart, was to create a process 
that is widely applicable to greenfi elds, taking Bai 
Ma as a specifi c example.  This emphasis on pro-
cess requires that the approach to development, 
as well as the application of  methods and fea-
tures, be sustainable.  This was achieved through 
phasing, which gives the developer greater fl ex-
ibility to respond to the market in terms of  tim-
ing, product, and technology.

The work done by the programming groups ear-
lier in the semester was used to guide the process 
and assess each phase.  Community concerns, 
site systems, and building technologies were ap-
plied to the Bai Ma plan to create a site that has 
a strong sense of  place and, at the same time, is 
connected to its surroundings.

This process also provides a framework to utilize 
local landscape features, such as canals, to pro-
mote community and environmental sustainabil-
ity.  It encourages building at a sustainable pace: 
building at a density that accommodates growth 
without fl ooding the real estate market.  Over-
all, the aim was to provide a plan, specifi c to the 
Bai Ma site, that also provided a process for the 
sustainable development of  large-scale greenfi eld 
development in China.

Full Site Build Out
High Density For Sale

“Middle Road” Systems

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Soil Remediation
Waterways Restoration
Managed Open Space

Infrastructure 
Retail, Rental 

Resource Condition:
24 Hr Water Service

Electricity Costs @ 2x

Resource Condition:
Further Limited Water 

Availability, Prohibitive 
Electricity Costs

UNMET

MET UNMET

MET

METUNMET

Market Trigger:   2x real estate values

Full Site Build Out
High Density For Sale 
“High Road” Systems

Full Site Build Out
High Density For Sale

Majority of inputs 
generated on-site

Continue Remediation, Restoration
Increase Density, Activity at Center

For Sale,  Partial Build Out
Additional Retail

“Middle Road” Systems

Continue remediation, restoration
Increase Density, Activity at Center

For Sale,  Partial Build Out
Additional Retail

“High Road” Systems

Market Trigger:         redevelopment in surrounding area

Resource Condition:
24 Hr Water Service

Electricity Costs @ 2x
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QIBAO
SITE 53 | QIBAO NEIGHBORHOOD



shanghai regional map, with minhang district in green. source: 

introduction

Qibao, like the rest of  Shanghai and the rest of  
China, is at a turning point. Changing demo-
graphics and lifestyle are leading to massive shifts 
with both local and global consequences. While 
initially these changes may seem to be benefi cial, 
they both come with high social, environmental 
and economic costs. If  ignored, these costs can 
easily become crises that lead to a rapid down-
ward spiral of  excessive consumption and en-
vironmental degradation. These are non-trivial 
consequences. Pollution, diminishing resources, 
traffi c congestion, and high energy costs have a 
negative impact on everyone. However, given the 
nature of  the urban setting of  Site 53 within the 
Qibao neighborhood, many of  these obstacles 
can be overcome.

While there may be some short term economic 
gains that could be met by fueling this fi re, ulti-
mately they will be unsustainable. We have made 
the mistake in the west to follow this path, but it 
is not a prerequisite to development. Not only is 
it possible to avoid these problems, but it is possi-
ble to jump past them and come out ahead of  the 
west and ahead of  the competition. Sustainability 
can be economically profi table with lower risk. 

Any developer must analyze market trends to stay 
ahead of  the market and to try to predict future 
desires. This report takes traditional market re-
search one step further to analyze future demands 
and needs, not just wants. It is possible to just 
ignore this report until the future scenarios we 
predict become a crisis. But why wait? The smart 
business sees developing trends and uses them to 
its advantage. By the time everyone else sees a 
market advantage, it is too late to lead. 

A developer like Vanke needs to push beyond 
business as usual. A developer like Vanke needs 
to use its position in the real estate market to lead 
China into a prosperous 21st century. The design 
recommendations that follow provide a toolkit 
for leadership. Vanke need not follow them. But 
Vanke need not hold its place as the top real es-
tate developer in China either. Some risk is always 
involved but resting on past successes is often 
riskier than doing something new. As we say in 
America: “you either lead, follow, or get out of  
the way.” Which will it be?

chapter overview

This project deviates from the norm in that it be-
gins with an in-depth analysis of  present shifts in 
Chinese society and their effects on the future. 
Guidelines for the public and private sectors to 
partner to respond to these shifts are formulat-
ed from this analysis. The goals outlined in the 
guidelines form the backbone and the theory 
while the design, programming and policy recom-
mendations provide specifi c, tangible examples 
of  how these goals might be implemented. The 
designs bring the goals to life, but they should be 
viewed as examples of  how to meet these goals, 
not as ends in and of  themselves. The guidelines 
are intended as a template for future development 
in sites similar to Qibao. The purpose here is to 
develop principles for sustainable growth, not to 
develop designs per se.

There are several issues that have been addressed 
in this report. First, some of  these ideas cannot 
be easily met by the developer alone. Integration 
of  the public and the private sectors will be nec-
essary in some instances. However, this should 
not be viewed as an obstacle so much as an op-
portunity. If  Vanke tests out some new ideas and 
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site  53 and qibao neighborhood



aerial image of  site 53 and the surrounding qibao neighborhood source: maps.google.com



breakdown of  proposed land uses by qibao planning board: qibao planning department

commercial and cultural residential civic and institutional light industrial heavy industrial canals and waterbodies open space

then the Qibao government regulates that they 
be replicated in future developments, this gives 
Vanke the market advantage while also serving 
the public interest. Second, different goals are 
best met at different scales. This analysis goes 
from the macro to the micro level. Given our 
time constraints, not all levels have been analyzed 
in equal depth, but hopefully weaknesses in the 
Qibao site can be compensated with strengths in 
the Baima report and vice-versa. Finally, it would 
be ambitious to assume that all suggestions could 
be accomplished at once. This report assumes a 
phased approach that is spelled out clearly and 
feasible.

All attempts have been made to analyze and design 
with the particularities of  the Shanghai context in 
mind. However, there are bound to be cultural 
misperceptions, imperfect data and incomplete 
understandings. It is assumed that allowances and 
reformulations will be made for any such over-
sight. This analysis has tried to avoid imposing 
western values and assumes that there 

is a Chinese way of  doing things that must be 
taken into account. This fi nal “translation” of  the 
report is inevitable but is left to the interpreta-
tion of  the developer and the Qibao government. 
Some examples of  exceptional design from the 
local context have been included to demonstrate 
that foreign models are not necessarily required 
to meet the guidelines and recommendations of  
this report.

Vanke has the ability to catalyze and capitalize 
on the rapidly developing market for “green” 
building in China. In America, more than 1,400 
projects were built between 2000-2004 alone, rep-
resenting 1.65 million square meters of  construc-
tion. A similar market is beginning to be devel-
oped in China. Vanke has an opportunity to lead 
China into a prosperous and sustainable future. 
Qibao has the ability to serve as a model for the 
future. Harnessing these ideas fi rst will lead to a 
major advantage.

regional context plan

The understanding of  what Site 53 could become 
begins with its context within the surrounding re-
gion.  The Qibao planning department has estab-
lished a vision for the larger region, as displayed 
by these fi gures, with Site 53 lying at the center 
of  entire Qibao district.  This obviously creates 
opportunities for the site, but it also creates op-
portunities for Site 53 to push this neighborhood 
plans in even more positive directions.  Sugges-
tions for how this can be accomplished are made 
later in the chapter, and are based on the follow-
ing analyses.

The interaction between different land uses can 
lead to design solutions for both Site 53 and its 
surrounding context, given its proximity to open 
space and water networks, amenities, and transit.
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open space diagram

The open space diagram shows the distribution 
of  open space in the Qibao region.  

green space

There is no public green space in the immediate 
vicinity of  Site 53.  The private green space is 
primarily composed of  the space between build-
ings required for minimum daylighting standards 
within each individual development.  The large 
private green space on the east is loosely linked 
to the historic old town and requires a token fee 
upon entry. 

plaza / hardscape

The large plaza located kitty corner from Site 53 
is a part of  a new government center.  The clus-
ter of  plazas to the southeast of  the site are dis-
tributed throughout the old town, and fi lled with 
people taking a break from the hustle and bustle.

recreational open space

The recreational open space is the track and fi eld 
facility at the school.  The school site is likely to 
switch uses in the near future, which has implica-
tions for this facility.

design goals

Create larger programmed open spaces 
within developments instead of  multiple smaller 
parcels that are less useful and less frequented. 

Link together public accessways 
through a comprehensive landscaping plan 
along the canal system and major arteries.

»

»
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Public Transit Stop
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neighborhood amenities diagram

The neighborhood amenities diagram shows the 
zones of  activity in the Qibao region.  

retail / commercial

Ground-fl oor retail lines the major arteries in Qi-
Bao for the mostpart.  In addition, there are hubs 
of  commercial with large shopping centers.  The 
Qibao township has grand plans for the intersec-
tion at the northwest corner of  the site to be built 
in the image of  Xiu Jia Hui, a major commercial 
center in downtown Shanghai.  The combination 
of  the ground-fl oor retail and the shopping hubs 
creates a commercial corridor along the major 
north-south artery.

institutional / cultural

This diagram calls out the relationship between 
the newly built government center and the school 
to the south that will be changing uses in the near 
future.  These two institutional uses, in combi-
nation with the historic old town blocks create a 
parallel corridor of  institutional and cultural uses 
on the eastern edge of  Site 53.

design goals

Preserve the cultural corridor by maintain-
ing the public nature of  the school site when its use 
changes.  At a minimum, preserve the view corridor 
between the government center and the gateway 
to the old town on either side of  the school parcel.

Use Site 53 to connect the par-
allel commercial and cultural corridors.

»

»
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site 53 circulation diagram

The circulation diagram displays the structure and 
disorder of  the street system around Site 53. 

street patterns

Primary roads are clearly defi ned, with one run-
ning more or less east-west and one running 
north-south.  The secondary and tertiary roads 
are less consistent.  Something close to a gridlike 
system exists, broken by the pedestrian road on 
the southeast edge of  Site 53 and the Qibao Old 
Town.  The private road network, determined in-
dividually by each development, has no connec-
tivity except within individual developments.  

congestion

Congestion is already signifi cant at the proposed 
commercial center at the northwest corner of  the 
site, as well as one block further north of  Site 53.  
The primary north-south road will require miti-
gation to ensure accessibility of  the site to other 
regional amenities.  

design goals

Avoid increasing congestion on primary 
roads: place vehicular entrances to the develop-
ment on the northeast and southeast edges of  the 
development.

Provide safe pedestrian crosswalks, in-
cluding diagonal access, at the proposed commer-
cial center at the northwest corner of  the site.

Provide ample bicycle lane space on the 
primary and secondary roads

Sidewalks should be designed to accom-

»

»

»

»

modate heavier pedestrian fl ow after the opening 
of  the subway stop.

Increase connectivity between the site 
and regional amenities
»



connectivity diagram

The goal of  this diagram is to illustrate the cre-
ation of  a small-scale, accessible, amenity-rich 
center with Site 53 as a focal point.  This distinc-
tive cluster of  amenities should be connected with 
a network created of  bicycle lanes, sidewalks, ca-
nal walks, and iconic nodes.  The following steps 
outline the intended connectivity.

1. Site 53 serves as a connection from the subway 
stops to the cultural amenities of  the Old Town.  

2. Site and adjacent design should create a con-
sistent, clear connecting route along the north-
west edge of  the site green and civic space at the 
northwest corner, and further to a future iconic 
structure at the intersection of  the road and ca-
nal.  

3. Attractively designed canal walks should then 
lead pedestrians and cyclists southeast to the ex-
isting pagoda and park.  

4. Further canal walks leading west with connect-
ing bridges draw traffi c into the Qibao Old Town 
and existing landscaped canal walk leading south-
west, back to the primary northwest-southeast 
road.  

5. At the intersection, an attractive greenway 
should be designed.

6. Reconnection to the new subway stop.

If  possible, greenways and walks should extend 
to create a more regional network.
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moving forward from neighborhood 
analysis

In contrast with directions given for the Baima 
site, Vanke wanted the Studio to concentrate 
our focus on a regional plan for Qibao’s Site 
53.  Analysis of  the surrounding neighborhood 
around the site was based upon site visits, a study 
of  aerial photographs of  the area, and informa-
tion from the Qibao planning exhibit.  While it 
was important to gain a thorough understanding 
of  the surrounding context to develop a plan for 
the site’s role in the region, the conclusions that 
were drawn have a direct impact on the highest 
and best use for the site plan as well.

Site 53 lies between two major Qi-
bao corridors, one commercial and the other  
civic and cultural.  The site can provide a valu-
able connection between these two district fea-
tures by providing a connection through the 
site, as well as by creating attractive northern 
and southern edges to encourage crossover.

Site 53’s location at the intersection of  
two future subway lines provides  many oppor-
tunities for the development.  For example, the 
high volume of  pedestrian traffi c will be favor-
able  for commercial tenants, and should be tak-
en advantage of.    Taken in combination with 
the shopping centers in development at this 
intersection,  this highlights the need for traf-
fi c and circulation management in the future.

On a smaller scale,  this analysis also re-
vealed that  there are few private  developers that  will 
dedicate valuable land to open space beyond what 
is necessary on a practical level.  While these small-
er spaces are still valuable, this indicates a need for 
larger planned open spaces   in  future development.

»

»

»
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More Transportation Needs
Increased Construction Demands
Increased Consumption
High Resource Demands

Worsening Pollution
Resource Depletion
Increasing Energy Costs

SUSTAINABLE 
   SOLUTION

Environmental Degradation

Excessive Consumption

Lifestyle

Increased Leisure
Better Transit
Increased Comfort Levels
Higher Incomr

Demographics
Aging Population
Fewer Children
Later and Fewer Marriages
In-Migration



Public Sector (Approach) section heading Private Sector (Scale)

Inc = Incentivize Highest Level Goal Com = Community

Reg = Regulate Sub-Level Goal Site = Site

Mkt  = Market-Driven Design Approach Bldg = Building

Mng = Management Policy Approach Rgn = Regional Qibao Design Guidelines Legend

Design Guideline Development

The program is based upon a set of  goals that 
evolved out of  three months of  in-depth analy-
sis of  current and developing demographic and 
lifestyle trends in Shanghai (see diagram on op-
posite page).  The Qi Bao Design Guidelines 
matrix on the following pages shows the goals 
(highlighted in yellow and green) that were de-
veloped in response to these changing demands.  
Further analysis of  these goals led to specifi c de-
sign approaches and policy recommendations (in 
grey and blue) that could be implemented in dif-
ferent manners and at different scales.  Modifi ca-
tion of  LEED criteria (the American standard for 
“green” building) and case studies from Portland, 
Oregon and Brisbane, Australia have also been 

used to inform the recommendations.

In addition, the chart shows the push and pull 
dynamic between the public and the private sec-
tors.  The interests of  the two parties are some-
times aligned, but at times in confl ict. Lifestyle 
and demographic trends will combine to create 
secondary trends such as increases in transporta-
tion needs and energy usage.  This will lead to 
general increases in demand across the board, and 
the government must be prepared to deal with 
the impact on scarce, and increasingly expensive, 
resources.

The approach is unique in that the designs are 
informed directly from the analysis of  future sce-
narios.  The designs are treated as possible meth-

ods of  dealing with the scenarios in a sustainable 
manner rather than as ends in and of  themselves.  
Though the design approaches suggested from 
these guidelines have been integrated into the de-
sign process as much as possible, the most im-
portant aspect is the goals, not the specifi c design 
and policy recommendations.  Site 53 and the re-
gional proposal are intended as exemplar models 
of  ways to achieve these overall goals.  

Some of  the more detailed level goals, such as 
programming and architectural sclae items have 
not been dealt with suffi ciently in the design. 
This does not mean that they are less important, 
but that the studio was not able to design to that 
level of  detail. Some of  these goals will require 
programming or architectural specifi cation in the 

design but they should not by any means be as-
sumed to be any less important than the goals 
that were addressed in more detail for this proj-
ect. Some examples for how to hit these targets- 
particularly energy and water goals at the archi-
tectural scale- can be seen in the Baima section 
where the focus and expertise on these subject 
areas was stronger. 

These guidelines are intended to serve not simply 
as a means of  understanding the motivation for 
the designs in this document, but as a reference 
manual for future projects.

Please note that the icons below are used through-
out to signify connection to the various overarch-
ing design goals as they are met in the project.
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MET Inc Reg Mkt Mng transit Com Site Bldg Rgn

Themed nodes of activity with concentrations of uses at transit hubs

x x Design transit station connection as focus rather than peripheral interest x x x

√√ x x Use transit station connection as a gateway to the site x x x

x x x Phase, locate and encourage a diverse mix of commercial amenities to create a sustainable economic core x x x x

√√ x x Locate retail and food service along major arteries x x x x

√√ x x Locate ground fl oor commercial along publicly accessible streets x x x

√√ x x Max out building heights by vertically integrating uses along major arteries x x

x Encourage location effi cient development x

x x Increase levels of commercial development around transit nodes x x x

x x Facilitate regular resident interaction through pedestrian-friendly internal circulation x x x

√√ x Ease physical conditions by providing adequate walkway, seating, and protection from the elements x x x

√√ x x Create “shortcut” pedestrian- and bicycle-only pathways x x

√√ x Create vehicle-free “safe zones” for children to commute x x x

√√ x Provide walkways with views that facilitate easy orientation and safety x x x

√√ x Control traffi c speeds on internal streets where vehicles share the road with non-motorized traffi c x

x Design land use plans that create mixed-use pedestrian-friendly commercial hubs

Safe, comfortable and enjoyable multi-modal circulation
x x x Encourage multi-modal transit and avoid confl ict between modes x x x x

√√ x Provide bicycle facilites (parking/station) x x x

x x Provide for car sharing or bike rentals x x

√√ x Coordinate main pedestrian entrance with public transit (on northwest corner) x

√√ x Locate auto entrance(s) along non-arterial (eastern) edge x

√√ x Enable direct entrance to individual buildings from the street x x

x Require traffi c impact assessments for all new developments x

x Implement high tax (or other deterrent) on second car ownership x

x Set/Lower minimum parking ratio requirement to 0.5 x

x Designate preferred parking and driving lanes for car share or alternative energy vehicles x

x x Require employees to develop rideshare or commute trip reduction programs x

x Encourage businesses to subsidize public transportation options x

x Encourage the development and use of bike stations at major transit nodes x

x Reconfi gure streets to include left turn lanes x

x x Construct pedestrian overpasses or underpasses at select busy crossings x

x Prohibit parking on sidewalks where pedestrian traffi c fl ow is impeded x x

x Remove pedestrian barriers on sidewalks (eg misplaced benches) x x



Inc Reg Mkt Mng connectivity Com Site Bldg Rgn MET

Connect people and places

x x x Increase programmed public spaces x x x x

x x Use canals as public connections and centers for placemaking x x x √√

x Include community spaces and common rooms x x x √√

x Include shared mailbox spaces x

x Encourage public connections between district-wide amenities (old town and commercial center, old town with pagoda park to the east) x x x

x x x Plan for the U-City

x Provide Internet and Intranet infrastructure to facilitate resident interaction x x x

x Provide both real and virtual bulletin boards x x

x x Provide Municipal Wireless Internet x x

x x Provide age-appropriate services as well as intergenerational interaction. x x x x

Design open spaces and playgrounds to provide interactive educational environment for children x x √√

x x Locate health clinics and services within convenient access of homes and clusters of senior housing x x x √√

Provide infrastructure for a more dynamic Community Council or a new group that takes a comprehensive approach to service provision x x x

Provide support for the development of an engaged, active, volunteer community x

x Rethink the role of the Community Council to meet the needs of all residents x

x x Develop requirements to ensure that certain services are provided within each community and assess overlap between services x

x x Provide health services for all age groups and strategize on engaging entire family in health care x

x Require minimum level of public access to certain facilities x x

x x Create strategically porous boundaries to increase onsite amenity use x x x

x Design variety of subtle access points to improve fl ow while maintaining a sense of privacy and community inside the development x x √√

x Provide pedestrian-specifi c access distinct from vehicular access x x √√

x Provide convenient access to homes and amenities via attractive walkways x x √√

x Create a “grey area” of intermediate space between public and private space as a soft boundary x x

x Create public areas on development boundaries when appropriate, making use of available amenities. x x √√

x Require coordination of access between developments and establishment of softer boundaries x

x Manage the diversity of programmed public spaces within a district x

x x x Minimize the visual presence of security systems while maintaining residents’ sense of security. x x x x

x Reduce the use of physical barriers such as fences and walls x √√

x x Create clear distinctions between public and private spaces x √√

x Use canals, building massing, and landscaping features like paving, plantings, and decorative gates x √√

x Increase number of security personnel instead of physical barriers x x

x Use technology such as card entry systems and closed circuit TV x x

x Develop design regulations and design review to reduce the use of fences and walls, particularly around areas designated for public use x

x Facilitate meetings between management companies and local police to address safety and security issues on a district level x
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MET Inc Reg Mkt Mng water Com Site Bldg Rgn

Domestic Water: Reduce and Reuse

x x 1st  Reduce x x x

x x Include composting/dual fl ush toilets pre-installed x

x x Include waterless urinals and/or sensor equipped fi xtures in commercial/offi ce spaces x

x x Provide low fl ow fi xtures/educational materials at purchase to build-out units x

x x Permit and encourage and/or require composting/waterless urinals in commercial use x

x x x Develop programs to educate and hand out low-fl ow fi xtures free to residents x

x Require 20% reduction of domestic water use in new constructions, 10% for retrofi ts x

x x 2nd  Reuse

x x Utilize greywater reuse for toilets, irrigation (requires fi ltration) x x

x x Permit and encourage and/or require greywater reuse

Stormwater: Reduce, Mitigate and Reuse

x x 1st  Reduce x x x

x x Develop water effi cient landscaping x

x x Use timers and drip hoses for landscaping x

x Require minimum 50% reduction in landscaping water usage on new construction x

x x 2nd Mitigate x x x

√√ x x Include rainwater fi ltration systems for drinking/showers, otherwise use for irrigation x x

√√ x x Consider green roofs (note: roofi ng angle and materials, overlap/confl icts with other roof uses) x x

√√ x x Utilize pervious paving x

√√ x x Consider bioswales x x

√√ x x Constructed wetlands (canals) x x x

x Develop Tradable Stormwater Credit program x

x Increase FAR for rooftops that infi ltrate onsite x x

x Provide pollution reduction exemption for rooftops that infi ltrate onsite x x

x Require 70% removal of Total Suspended Solids (TSS) from 90% of avg. annual rainfall x x

x Require submittal of operation and maintenance plan for stormwater mitigation x x

x Require onsite stormwater mitigation (rate, quantity and treatment) x

x Establish codes for onsite wastewater treatment x

x x x Develop a program to restore canals to swimable levels x x

x x 3rd  Reuse x x x

√√ x x Consider rainwater harvesting (note: roofi ng angle and materials, overlap/confl icts with other uses) x x

x x Permit and encourage rainwater harvesting x x



Inc Reg Mkt Mng fl exibility Com Site Bldg Rgn MET

Maximize overlap between connectivity, aesthetic, recreation, stormwater uses

x x Multiuse spaces (timescale = now) x x x x

Design spaces with open fl oor plates x √√

Design for multipurpose rooftop usage x x √√

Include gymnasiums adaptable for multiple sports (basketball, badminton, volleyball) x x x √√

Provide lobby-type spaces and plazas that can accommodate tables and chairs for everyday social uses as well as cultural events x x √√

x Provide programming that lasts throughout facility hours, and hours that accommodate all user types. x

x Hire specialized staff to plan and lead programming and partner with fi rms specializing in facilities maintenance and programming x

x Provide operational support for sites that provide cultural recreation x

x Develop design review of planned facilities to minimize duplication of existing district facilities. x x

x x Adaptable spaces (timescale = later) x x x

x Design 2-3 BR units that can be converted to 1-2 BR units with more open/offi ce space in the future (same size, different layout) x √√

x Develop fl exible, modular shells that can accomodate establishments of different sizes and uses over time x

x Develop fl exible “SoHo” space to accomodate shifts between residential and commercial demand, ensuring that market volatility is tempered x x x √√

x Encourage Live/Work uses through zoning, policy x x

Inc Reg Mkt Mng energy Com Site Bldg Rgn MET

Conserve and generate renewable energy

x x x 1st  Conserve x x x

Take into account 20 degree obstruction angle x x

Consider living walls x

Maximize shared walls x x √√

Assess passive solar façades for heating and lighting needs x √√

x Consider green roofs (note: roofi ng angle and materials, overlap/confl icts with other roof uses) x x

x Consider super insulation x

Take into account cross ventilation x x

x Include high albedo materials on pavers and roofi ng materials (mitigate heat island effect) x x

x x x Require 40% energy reduction in new constructions, 30% for retrofi ts, incentivize for higher targets x x x

x x x 2nd  Generate x x

x x Consider solar thermal water heaters x

x Consider wind power (vertical axis) x

x Consider thermal store x

x Consider ground coupling x

x x Require 5% onsite energy generation in new constructions, incentivize for higher targets

x 3rd  Verify performance x

x Require measurement & verifi cation (additional commissioning) x

x Require post-occupancy evaluation x
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qibao overview recommendations

This diagram shows how the design goals could 
be implemented on various sections of  the area. 
Metro stations are marked, as are major roads 
(red), canals (blue) and greenspaces (green).

transit

mixed-use nodes at transit stations with 
concentrated uses: each station can be a hub of  
activity though concentrations of  development 
type need not be identical. For example, one 
node- such as Site 53- may be focused on com-
mercial with some residential. Another may be 
primarily industrial with some commercial. 

Location effi cient development: site com-
plementary uses nearby one another (eg schools 
near residential)

Effi cient mobility: encourage alternative 
transportation options to the single-occupancy 
vehicle to reduce congestion and pollution

connectivity

Encourage connections between district-
wide amenities such as Site 53 and Old Town

Clean up and develop canal systems as 
connective elements

»

»

»

»

»

fl exibility

Multi-functional, smaller block sizes can 
accomodate a variety of  uses and adapt to change 
over time

water

Use extensive canal system to become in-
tegrated stormwater management system

vegetated canal  networkcan become wa-
ter purifi cation system

Permeable pavers, greenrooves, native 
plantings, and low-consumption landscaping 
reduce demand for treated water and mitigate 
stormwater runoff   

The greenspace transition in the north-
east was reconsidered. The fi nal version calls for 
keeping the greenspace as planned by the govern-
ment by the highway but adding a smaller park to 
the west near the canal. This maintains an eco-
logical corridor for habitiat to the east while pro-
viding proper siting for a stormwater mititgation 
system. It also increases the value of  the park land 
along the canal and surrounding real estate.

energy

Transit positioning,  walkable block size, 
effi cient amenity locations, and functional natural 
systems lead to a less energy dependent popula-
tion

»

»

»

»

»

»



Phase I Recommendations

Problem: Disconnection

Proposed metro stations are well-located at 10-
15 minute walking intervals from each other. 
Most areas of  town will be within a 15 minute 
walk to a nearby stop. Major circulation routes 
are also appropriately distantiated. However, the 
number and connectivity of  smaller feeder roads 
are inadequate due to large block sizes, leading 
to congestion on major roads. The town is oth-
erwise ideally positioned for development and 
connection to the broader Shanghai region.  

Extremely large private developments break up 
the connectivity of  the town as they do not let 
traffi c or pedestrian fl ow through. This forces 
fl ow of  movement out onto major circulation 
streets and creates inactive internal streets with-
in develoments. Developments do not take the 
broader region into consideration which rein-
forces problems surrounding their borders.

Resolution: Break Up the Block Size

Start with the easy gains. Bring small circulation 
routes through existing superblocks where cur-
rently feasible with no or minimal demolition of  
existing structures. Create a greenway along ca-
nal routes near the central transit hub that inte-
grates vegetated treatments to purify the canals. 
Redevelop light industrial sector to the northeast 
of  Site 53 as a park close in to the central city 
and surrounded by commercial. Connect it to 
the Old Town via the new canal network. 
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Phase I Recommendations (Detail)

This diagram shows exactly how the area would 
be affected by this new change. Grey buildings 
are new. Black buildings are existing. Site 53 is the 
RTKL plan.



Phase II: Pushing the Idea

This diagram shows how existing Qibao block 
sizes match up with block typologies from around 
the world. Note how much larger they are than 
nearly all other cities. Sizes that have been sug-
gested and implemented into the more progres-
sive design at left have been marked with a check 
mark.

60 x 60 = 3,716 sq. m.

60 x 90 = 5,574 sq. m.

75 x 120 = 9,290 sq. m.

60 x 180 = 11,148 sq. m.

90 x 150 = 13,935 sq. m.

60 x 240 = 14,864 sq. m.

120 x 120 = 14,864 sq. m.

90 x 180 = 16,722 sq. m.

215 x 450 = 97,548 sq. m.
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pros:

easily implementable from the begin-
ning with no other agreements with adjacent land 
uses

enables public ‘service’ road to penetrate 
site

logical and no cultural or fi nancing struc-
ture change required

cons:

maintains a ‘private development’ feel

less opportunity for new typologies

»

»

»

»

»

pros:

increases connectivity and fl ow to site’s 
surroundings

on street parking potential

fl exible for different building types

cons:

would require a cultural and fi nalcial ad-
justment

only works if  adjacent sites link up as 
well

more traffi c control measures needed

»

»

»

»

»

»

site layout options:

commercial/residential split (left)

urban blocks (right)

site 53

potential hospital site commercial 
expansion

street level commercial new development

site 53
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site 53 - RTKL analysis

Moving from the regional scale of  the Qibao 
neighborhood to site 53 begins with an  analysis 
of  the RTKL proposal.

It suggests a secondary pedestrian commercial 
street running parallel to a major street creating 
a clear separation between commercial and resi-
dential zones.  While this plan uses buildings as 
walls,  it limits the vertical mixing of  uses and 
confi nes the land uses to their areas.

Taller residential towers approaching the 45 me-
ter height limit are placed on the southeastern 
edge of  the site, which is closest to the mostly 
one and two story structures of  Qibao old town, 
instead of  along the busy street edges where tran-
sit is available.  The heights of  these structures 
will create a stark and overwhelming contrast  be-
tween the two developments, representing a lack 
of  contextual responsiveness.

The separate realms of  public and private space 
are reinforced in this plan, which follows the sta-

tus quo of  ‘gated communities.’  Our studies on 
the following pages begin to dissect these points 
and imagine new ways of  density massing and 
blurring the boundaries between public and pri-
vate while still maintaining a comfortable and 
safe environment.
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SITE SWITCH

qibao site - baima team plan

Our group approached parcel 53 as a transition-
al site between a major commercial intersection 
with a bustling metro stop, a group of  residences, 
and historic old town Qibao. Rather than route 
metro traffi c through the site, we propose the in-
terior of  the site as a private, residential space. 
The valuable corner near the metro, the highest-
value retail real estate, is reserved for high-density 
retail, with a hotel nearby, the tallest commercial 
building, which becomes the architectural focal 
point of  the block. A public plaza on the Western 
side of  the site becomes a busy node as a junction 
where hotel users, those walking to the residential 
area, and shoppers from the nearby retail uses mix. 
Raised green spaces on top of  structured parking 
behind the hotel and the retail become semi-pri-
vate parks where hotel guests and residents can 
relax, and workers at the offi ce buildings on the 
northern side of  the site can eat lunch.

The plan envisions four types of  travelers arriv-

ing via the metro – workers who will appreciate 
the proximity of  the offi ces, residents, shoppers 
who will continue on down the western side of  
the site, already facing a major retail corridor, and 
visitors to historic old town Qibao. These visitors 
will be routed through signage to walk east from 
the metro, around the corner, where some type 
of  architectural marker and the park across the 
street signal their entrance to the old Qibao dis-
trict. The low-density retail on the eastern side of  
the site mirrors old town Qibao both architectur-
ally and through its use, and extends the old city 
into the more modern urban fabric.

One road is cut through the center of  the site. The 
road is public, but will not be highly visible from 
the street, maintaining a quiet, residential charac-
ter. The yellow pavilions in the center are used for 
mainly non-retail community programming, like 
community mailboxes, a visitor entrance, activity 
rooms, and a small shop.

plan view of  baima team proposal



In addition to the planning for program, the site 
design also views sustainability through design-
ing an energy- and water-effi cient site. In order 
to maintain airfl ow on the site, allowing summer 
cooling and mitigating the possible effects of  lo-
cal air pollution on such an urban site, the site 
plan uses staggered residential towers. These tow-
ers also create some corners of  sunlight even in 
the darkest winter afternoons (the time period 
used for our shadow study).  High surfaces are 
used for rainwater catchment, in accordance with 
Building System programming guidelines.

buildings are intended to be porous to allow for maximum air circulation community space and circulation diagram

west elevation
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site 53 - process

The work done by the Baima team during the 
switch period provided the initial impetus for re-
focusing the design at the site level. These dia-
grams show the design process that the studio 
underwent on Site 53 after the switch period.

1: The fi rst four plans are somewhat more con-
servative. They follow on the idea to break up the 
size of  the block typology into more “Manhattan” 
style blocks with commercial on the west façade 
and residential on the more “interior” eastern 
section. This was abandoned because the spaces 
between the buildings were rather dead, unpro-
grammable spaces and the roads didn’t connect 
any existing network. Instead, they seemed more 
likely to cause traffi c problems along Qixing Lu.

2: The next three plans look into making the ob-
vious connection between the main intersection 
and Qibao Old Town. There is a pedestrian street 
cutting diagonally across the site with two service 
roads that meet in the back. This idea was reject-
ed because it was decided that the only vehicular 
entrances should be along the east side of  the site 
to minimize congestion on the major artery. Also, 
there was a need for more development on the 
site due to a recalculation of  predicted demand 
with regard to the design guidelines.

3: The fi nal iteration is a combination of  two de-
signs. The diagonal pedestrian path is maintained 
while pedestrian access to the park exists on the 
eastern façade. Two anchor points draw people 
into the site (hotel on the northwest corner and 
theater/community center on the southeast). 
Public and private are blurred in this model and 
walls are all but done away with in favor of  com-
mercial frontages. Private open space is exists in 

the interior spaces. In order to meet increasing 
programmatic requirements in accordance with 
the scenario analysis and design guidelines, the 
height limits have been pushed by fi ve meters on 
certain buildings.
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PROGRAMMING

land use

The scenario and resulting design guidelines are 
used to determine the specifi c programming and 
square meter requirements for the fi nal design of  
Site 53.  

The baseline model incorporates Vanke specifi ca-
tions, meeting existing demand and relevant for 
the current urban context.  Consideration of  the 
scenario, and the goals in the toolkit respond-
ing to that scenario, result in some changes in 
the square meter allocation to specifi c program-
ming of  land use.  The new square meter area 
devoted to land use based on scenario conditions 
were compared to Holiday Town and Shanghai 
standards, to determine whether outcomes are re-
alistic, taking into account they consider future, 
changing needs and restrictions.

The baseline Vanke model, summarized in the 
table to the left with a version with hotel and a 
streamlined version, account for the needs of  an 
estimated population of  1035 as well as addition-
al users from outside of  the development.  The 
population estimate comes from the proposed 
units times an average number of  three people in 
each unit.  The scenario model assumes a slightly 
smaller population of  963, due to demographic 
and lifestyle trends and resulting increased de-
mand for smaller units and lower average number 
of  people per household.

Consideration of  scenario impacts results in the 
second table to the left.  The land use program-
ming in red text has changed.  Changes are sum-
marized below and in the accompanying charts on 
the opposite page.  The result of  these changes is  

a very dense site with an FAR of  3.43: 

changes in land use allocation

Increased commercial allocation (to accommo-
date changes in lifestyle):

movie theater and fl exible civic audito-
rium space that can be used for the public or the 
community

anchor restaurant

small dining

health center

children’s areas

leased shops

live/work space

Shift in residential unit allocation (to accommo-
date changes in demographics):

number of  three-bedroom units reduced 
by 75, redistributed to smaller units

larger sizes for each type of  unit (increase 
of  10 square meters per unit)

Additional service requirements (to accommo-
date changing needs due to demographic and life-
style trends):

space allocated specifi cally for a larger 
community council space, which has a more chal-
lenging task of  addressing community needs in a 
more public development, and a health clinic 

»

»

»

»

»

»

»

»

»

»
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parking

The following section analyzes the outcomes of  
recommended square meter allocation after ap-
plying the scenario model and resulting design 
guidelines to parking for automobiles and bicy-
cles.  To promote sustainable development, ve-
hicles are accommodated somewhat, but car shar-
ing, and alternative modes of  transportation are 
encouraged through the parking allocation.

residential parking:

Residential parking allocation was reduced to .6 
parking spaces per unit, supportable by the high 
accessibility of  the site.  

As recommended in the design guidelines, a cer-
tain percentage of  parking spaces should be re-
served for shared parking spaces.  An example of  
a for-profi t company providing car sharing ser-
vices is Zipcar, www.zipcar.com.  In this business 
model, members pay a yearly fee and then when 
needed, reserve cars online for specifi c times.  Car 

usage is paid for by the hour, and gas is included.  
This model works well for leisure and shopping 
trips, but would not be useful for commuting.  In-
centives should promote car pooling, and amble 
bicycle parking and design promoting linkages to 
regional amenities will all create less need for ve-
hicle ownership at this development.

891 bicycle parking spaces are accommodated at 
a ratio of  one per unit.  More, rather than less 
bicycle parking spaces should be constructed if  
possible.  In addition, residents should have dis-
counted use of  the on-site bicycle station, which 
provides protected parking, lockers, a café and 
other social space, a repair center, and bathrooms 
with showers, for members’ use.  

commercial/public Parking:

The U.S. Institute of  Transportation Engineers 
(ITE) Trip Generation Manual (http://www.ite.
org/tripgen/index.asp) is used to determine park-
ing demand created by the commercial and recre-
ational land uses.  This manual contains datasets 
of  trips generated for certain types of  land uses 
in the U.S.  Formulas are created using regression 
analysis that can be used to determine trip gen-
eration for specifi c square footages.  Of  course, 
this method of  determining parking demand at 
Site 53 is fl awed in that it is based on U.S. stud-
ies, and will therefore be somewhat inaccurate for 
Shanghai land uses.  However, it provides enough 
of  an estimate for this purpose.  

ITE formulas produce estimated vehicle trips.  
When other transportation modes are present 
(subway, pedestrianism, and cycling), the number 
of  vehicle has to be transformed into person trips 
based on average vehicle occupancy (we used 1.2).  
The resulting person trips then have to be distrib-

uted to the estimated mode share.  In this case, we 
used Xujiahui mode share, as reported in a work-
ing paper entitled “Rail Transit Shaping Urban 
Travel and Land Use: Evidence from Shanghai, 
China” by Haixiao Pan and Ming Zhang: 

2% auto (.4% motorbike)

70% transit (52% subway and 17% bus)

10% walking

18% bicycle (3.26% powered bicycle)

Once the trips are redistributed on this mode 
share, the highest volume day is considered for 
the maximum parking demand on a give day.  The 
trips for that day are then divided by how much 
originates from the different commercial and of-
fi ce land uses.  Those generated trips are then 
adjusted by a scaling factor, which takes into ac-
count that a number of  trips occur at different 
times of  the day and therefore can use the same 
parking spot over the course of  the day.  The ad-
justed number of  parking spaces required by the 
existing public-oriented land use on Saturday, the 
highest use day, is 665.  At 28 square meters per 
spot,18,620 square meters is required for parking 
spaces for the public.

This analysis also yields an estimated 1,128 bi-
cycle parking spots, after adjusted using a differ-
ent scaling factor.  330 of  these required spaces 
are accommodated in the bicycle station, and at 
least an additional 800 spots should be provided.  
Once again, this is the bare minimum number of  
bicycle parking spaces that should be provided.

»

»

»

»

Xu Jia Hui Mode Share
Source: Working Paper by Haixiao Pan and Ming Zhang 
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The Qibao Building Massing as Proposed

proposed Site 53 design

The following design for Site 53 applies the design 
guideline tool kit through the use of  the scenario 
programming.  The resulting design differs from 
the RTKL proposal in the following key ways.

1. The FAR is 3.43.

2. The retail to residential ratio is 1.1:1.

3. The design considers the context of  a 
larger regional connective network.

4. The “gated” effect is achieved through 
use of  commercial as barriers and card access 
for security, creating more overlap between land 
uses.

5. Vertical and horizontal connections pro-
vide more public/private crossover in mixed use 
spaces, linking residents to more public amenities 
without sacrifi cing the sense of  community. 

6. Porous boundaries provide various ac-
cess points for different users.

7. Parking design is clearly defi ned.

8. Sustainable features are incorporated, 
such as green roofs, building orientation, and wa-
ter treatment.

The Qibao Building Massing By RTKL



The Qibao Program Distributions

Retail

Residential

Underground Parking

Three major program components, residential, 
commercial, and parking, are integrated to create 
a more overlapping, connected program design.  
Residential is coded as yellow, commercial as red, 
and underground parking as blue.
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The Qibao Ground Floor Plan

Department Store

Shops

Postal Offi ce / ATM

Entrence of  the Undergorund Parking

Exit of  the Undergorund Park-
ing

Community Center

Health Club

Existis of  the 
Subway Stattion

Chinese Resturants

Shops

Department Stroe

ground level

The central characteristic of  the ground level is 
a walkway cutting through the center of  the site 
diagonally from the subway to the Qibao Old 
Town.  Stores, shops, restaurants, and landscap-
ing create a vibrant public commercial corridor.  
At one end of  the corridor, where pedestrians 
exit from the subway section, the distinctive ar-
chitecture of  the northwest corner canopy draws 
pedestrians and cyclists in.  The other end, the 
southeast corner of  the site, is marked with a vi-
sually compelling community center and theater.  
Another noteworthy characteristic of  this design 
is the lack of  traditional walls.  Instead, as previ-
ously mentioned, the “gated” effect is achieved 
through commercial walls horizontally and verti-
cally (with residential on top of  commercial), with 
privacy of  residents protected by card access.



Pedestrain System

Retail Circulation

Residential Circulation

Parking Entrance / Exit

Subway Exits

The Qibao Ground Floor - Circulation Diagram The Qibao Ground Floor - Public and Privacy Diagram

Private Space

Public Space
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Sharing Parking

Parking Serves Single Units / Senior Units and 
2-3 Bedroom Apartments Above

Entrence of  the Undergorund Parking

Bicycle Parking for Residents

Parking Serves Retails 
Above

Elevators to the Retsail 
Tower above

Bicycle Parking Serves Retails Above

Mechanic Rooms

Bicycle Parking for 
Residents

Parking Serves 2-3 
Bedroom Apartments 

Above

Verticval Elevators to 
Apartments  Above

Vertial Elevators to Single Units / Se-
nior Units Above

Mechanical Rooms

Vertial Elevators to Apartments 
Above

The Qibao Ground Underground Plan - Parking, Pathes to the Subway

Connection from the Subway 
Station to Retail and Residen-

tial parts

Exit of  the Underground Parking

Connection from the Subway to Residen-
tial Part

underground level

Underground parking for vehicles minimizes 
confl icts between pedestrians, cyclists, and cars.  
In addition, the great majority of  bicycle park-
ing is provided underground.  Private card access 
creates safe resident bicycle parking, and public 
racks are provided for visitors. 

Underground parking is divided into several parts 
accordingly to the previously mentioned program-
ming; there are two residential parking lots with 
elevators that provide direct access to residential 
buildings.  A small amount of  commercial park-
ing is provided by shared parking spaces, which 
residents can use in the evening.

There are two direct connections to the subway.  
The northwest entrance provides access to retail 
with two and three-bedroom apartments on top.  
The subway entrance on the northeast edge of  
the site has secure card access to single and senior 
apartments. 



Retail Circulation

Residential Circulation

Parking Entrance / Exit

The Qibao Under Ground Floor - Circulation Diagram

Private Space

Public Space

Public/Private Sharing Space

The Qibao Under Ground Floor - Public and Private Diagram
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Department Store

Health Club

Kids Court

Shops

Department Stroe

Postal Offi ce / ATM

Resturants

Bars / Coffee Shop

Chinese Resturants

The Qibao Second Floor Plan

Outside Sitting Area on the Second 
Floor



Single Units / Senior Units

Food Court

Movie Theater / Auditorium

Beauty Salon

Shops

Green Roof

Public Family Space

2-3 Bedroom Family Apartments

Green Roof  Garden

Resturants /Bars

2-3 Bedroom Family Apartments with 
Single Units

2-3 Bedroom Apartments

2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Public Family Space

Public Family Space

The Qibao Forth Floor Plan
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top level

Semi-public amenities for communal resident use 
are on the bridge connecting the two residential 
sections and in the semi-public space within the 
residential buildings.  The goal of  such placement 
is to preserve the Lilong community feel, an idea 
called “under the same roof ” in Chinese, on a 
modern, urban site.

Single Units / Senior Apartments

Swimming Pool Above the Theater

Hotel

GYM

Roof  Garden

Public Family Space

2-3 Bedroom Family Apartments

Resturants /Bars

2-3 Bedroom Family Apartments with 
Single Units

Sloped Roof  Garden with 
Balcony

2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Public Family Space

The Qibao Ninth Floor Plan



Hotel

Special Resturant

Live / Work Offi ce

Shops

Health Club/ Beauty 
Salon

Underground Parking

Department Store

Food Court

Roof  Garden

Roof  Balcony

Bridge Connecting Two Single Units 
Buildings

Entrance Down to UnderGround 
Parking

The Qibao 3-D Section 1

sections

The fi rst section cuts through the building cano-
py over the subway plaza on the northwest corner 
of  Site 53.  The canopy is designed to be visually 
appealing with green roof  setbacks, drawing pe-
destrians into the commercial corridor and pro-
viding a clear view to the commercial uses along 
the corridor and the community center/theater at 
the southeast corner of  the site.  This fi rst sec-
tion also illustrates the vertical program elements.  
The sections on the following pages further illus-
trate program and design interaction.  
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Shops / Restuarents 

Underground Parking

2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Resturants / GYM Serve for Residents 

Roof  Garden

The Qibao 3-D Section 2



2-3 Apartments Buildings

Department Store

Underground Parking

Roof  Garden

Movie Theater / Auditorium

Shops

Community Center

Entrance of  the Underground Parking

Roof  Swimming Pool

Exit of  the Underground Parking

The Qibao 3-D Section 3
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Movie Theater / Auditorium

Shops

Community Center

Exist of  the Underground Parking

Roof  Swimming Pool

2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Single Units/ Sinor 
Apartments

Entrance of  the Underground 
Parking

Curtain Yard / Garden

Subway Tunnels

Food Court

Department Store

The Qibao 3-D Section 4



2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Single Units/ Sinor 
Apartments

Subway Tunnels

Food Court

Department Store

Single Units

Department Store

Roof  Garden

Resturants / GYM Serve Residents 
inside of  the Community 

The Qibao 3-D Section 5
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The Qibao 3-D Parking and Vertial Circulations Diagram



The Qibao 3-D Public and Private Diagram

Private Space: Residential Community

Public Space: Retail and Recreation

Semi-Public: Public Space inside Resi-
dential Community
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The Qibao Perspectives
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The Qibao Perspectives
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LACK OF FEEDER ROADS

NARROW SIDEWALKS

CONGESTION

  DANGEROUS, BUSY INTERSECTIONS

INSUFFICIENT BIKEWAYS

problem streets

  SIDEWALK PARKING



  PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS   ACCESSIBLE COMMERCIAL

  DANGEROUS, BUSY INTERSECTIONS   BIKE PARKING MULTI-MODAL CIRCULATION

  CANAL AS PLACE

solution streets
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regional phasing strategy

The completion of  Site 53 is phase one.  How-
ever, improvements at the regional level should 
occur simultaneously and over time, creating 
a sustainable development core for the Qibao 
neighborhood.

phase 2

Most public circulation happens along the major 
roadway corridors of  Qibao.  It is imperative that 
these roadways are viewed as a networked pub-
lic system, with major traffi c and streetscape im-
provements to make them safe, effective and en-
joyable.  The canal system provides an opportunity 
for a second-tier of  circulation networks, joining 
up with the roadways at key points.  In contrast to 
the urban edge experience of  the streetscapes, a 
regional, publicly-accessible canal network would 
provide a different, more park-like experience for 
the pedestrian to move through Qibao.  When 
combined with larger open spaces along the way, 
these interconnected public canal systems can 
provide both aesthetic benefi t and attract devel-
opment.  All of  this depends on improved water 
quality, which should be pushed from the regional 
level all of  the way through the designed detail 
stage, and should be pursued as soon as possible.

phase 3

What is currently a vast area of  temporary and 
ad-hoc industrial uses can be envisioned to be-
come a mixed use residential community that 
incorporates all of  the principles of  sustainable 
development in this document from the begin-
ning.  Decreased block size, improved circulation 
networks, stormwater and building technologies, 
and vastly improved canal systems can combine 

to become a major shift in development in the 
Qibao neighborhood.  The development can be 
centered around a large public park with recre-
ation fi elds that becomes a catalyst for new prog-
ress in this area.  Further expansion of  open space 
networks will continue in areas such as the school 
site directly adjacent to Site 53.

phase 4

The corner of  Site 53 will become a major central 
business district hub incorporating the principles 
of  sustainable development.  Small block sizes, 
intricate public circulation networks and large 
structures will become a dense core of  mixed-
use activity.  The area becomes the heart of  the 
neighborhood, with all of  the circulation net-
works established in previous phases connecting 
it to other areas in the region.
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As energy prices continue to rise, pollution and 
traffi c become worse, the family structure contin-
ues to shift and become more prosperous, QiBao 
will be prepared. Planners and designers from this 
era will be viewed as prescient and full of  fore-
sight rather than with their eyes on shortsighted 
economic or political gain. In the current situa-
tion, it is urgent that we act quickly and decisively 
in a manner that “meets the needs of  the pres-
ent without compromising the ability of  future 
generations to meet their own needs.” With the 
insightful collaboration between the public and 
private sectors, these plans and guidelines offer 
a blueprint for change; a blueprint for a prosper-
ous, green future. 

The suggestions in this manual are not intended 
to limit development, restrain economic growth, 
or otherwise impeded or discourage China’s prog-
ress into the 21st century. On the contrary, these 
suggestions will enable QiBao to serve as a model 
for how Shanghai might predict and subsequently 
overcome many of  the challenges that are cur-
rently or will shortly be facing America and other 
developed nations. Using these design guidelines 
as a toolkit for future developments will give Qi-
Bao the leading edge over the rest of  Shanghai, 
over China, and over America both economically 
and environmentally.

It is the fi rm conclusion of  this design team that 
China is at a tipping point. Development is rapid. 
The consumption demands of  hundreds of  mil-
lions of  urbanizing Chinese are increasing expo-
nentially. Resource demands and pollution are 
both rising in unison as actual resource supplies 
are diminishing. Decisions that are made now, 
particularly in a city such as Shanghai, will have 
major ramifi cations for the environment and the 
health of  citizens both locally and globally. 

CONCLUSION

This is not meant to be restrictive to those in 
the private sector, but rather to encourage and 
provide support for leaders in the development 
fi eld such as Vanke. If  Vanke follows these de-
sign guidelines, it will provide positive examples 
that this can be done successfully, thus pushing 
the public sector to implement regulations and 
incentives for the future. At this point, Vanke will 
have a leading edge over the competition and will 
prosper from its foresight while simultaneously 
encouraging progressive, sustainable growth.

At the heart of  this analysis is the proposition 
that these goals cannot all be met by the private 
sector alone. The public sector will need to be 
involved to provide oversight, incentives and, in 
some cases, to regulate market developments to 
guide the market along. The guidelines suggest 
which options might be best suited to achieve 
certain goals but have purposefully been left as 
suggestions with options rather than dictating 
one way or another to proceed. In this fashion, 
it is hoped that those with the best sense of  the 
specifi cs of  the tools and tactics at their disposal 
will make wise executive decisions based on our 
suggestions. 
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asa CONCLUSION



conclusion

The MIT-Vanke Shanghai Studio on Sustainable 
Development was conducted over the Spring se-
mester of  the 2005-2006 school year as the second 
half  of  a year-long program examining sustain-
able residential development in Shanghai, China.  
The fi rst semester research course focused on the 
development of  guiding principles with respect 
to community facilities (including open space), 
site systems and building systems.  An examina-
tion of  future trends in China, and Shanghai in 
particular, gave the students a sense of  the con-
text within which these principles would be ap-
plied.  The second semester Studio applied the 
values of  economic, environmental, and equitable 
sustainability to two Vanke-held sites in different 
stages of  urban development in the suburbs of  
Shanghai: Baima and Qibao.

process

The students in the Studio brought an outside per-
spective to contemporary Chinese development.  
Our “fresh eyes” assessed Vanke’s projects, other 
residential developments, and the physical con-
text without the benefi t or prejudice of  the full 
cultural and historic context.  We faced a number 
of  challenges including:

Linguistic diffi culties in communicating with 
development residents and municipal offi cials, 
and in translating documents.

Limited access to resources within a rapidly 
changing regulatory climate.

As well as opportunities:

»

»

»

Perspective to recognize good examples with-
in China (it is not always necessary look out-
wards), such as mixed-use development, vibrant 
street life, and a high level of  density.  There are 
promising signs in the public-access treatment 
of  the canals around the Qibao old town, and 
these principles can be applied more broadly 
across the region.

The previous chapters lay out recommendations 
to Vanke, as well as to local governments, on ways 
to address sustainability through specifi c technol-
ogies as well as through values and approaches 
to regional and site planning.  The development 
process is larger than an individual developer, and 
Vanke can play an important role in working with 
the government to implement more sustainable 
initiatives on a regional level.

A project such as this one can never really be com-
pleted.  We hope that our work will continue to 
evolve both here at MIT and in Shanghai through 
Vanke’s development and research work.  In par-
ticular, the Studio would have liked the opportu-
nity and resources (access to data) to do addition-
al research and planning work on transportation, 
and region-specifi c performance of  technologies 
such as green roofs.  In addition to these topics, 
we encourage Vanke to undertake the following 
steps as they continue to promote economic, en-
vironmental and equitable sustainability:

Analyze the marketability of  sustainable fea-
tures and approaches

Use resident surveys as a tool to understand 
consumers and inform future developments

Educate residents and homebuyers about the 
need for and benefi ts of  sustainable approach-

»

»

»

»

es to bring sustainability into the mainstream 
consciousness

Undertake additional community development 
work

Encourage regional policies that promote sus-
tainability and community connections through 
public/private partnerships.

China is at a turning point. Emerging demographic 
and lifestyle trends need to be taken into serious 
consideration.  Decisions made now will affect the 
environmental sustainability of  Shanghai, China, 
and beyond for generations to come but they will 
also effect the economic sustainability of  Vanke. 
Taking the risk to try something new is always  
diffi cult, but the risk of  not trying something new 
at this point may be riskier.  Sustainability should 
be viewed as an opportunity and not as a con-
traint. Vanke has the ability to use this situation to 
its advantage to partner with local governments 
and to use its market position to push for change.  
Developers in America have discovered ways of  
making sustainable development not only techno-
logically feasible, but have also managed to fi nd 
ways to increase their revenue stream above and 
beyond their baseline targets.  This Studio feels 
that China is also at a tipping point in this regard.  
The market is just opening up.  The time is ripe.  
The ideas in this document provide a starting 
point.  It is now up to Vanke to take advantage of  
this work and build on it to create a prosperous 
and healthy China-and a prosperous and healthy 
business model- long into the future. 

»

»
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LEED-NC Version 2.2 Registered Project Checklist

Yes ? No

Sustainable Sites 14 Points

Y Prereq 1 Construction Activity Pollution Prevention Required

Credit 1 Site Selection 1

Credit 2 Development Density & Community Connectivity 1

Credit 3 Brownfield Redevelopment 1

Credit 4.1 Alternative Transportation, Public Transportation Access 1

Credit 4.2 Alternative Transportation, Bicycle Storage & Changing Rooms 1

Credit 4.3 Alternative Transportation, Low-Emitting and Fuel-Efficient Vehicles 1

Credit 4.4 Alternative Transportation, Parking Capacity 1

Credit 5.1 Site Development, Protect of Restore Habitat 1

Credit 5.2 Site Development, Maximize Open Space 1

Credit 6.1 Stormwater Design, Quantity Control 1

Credit 6.2 Stormwater Design, Quality Control 1

Credit 7.1 Heat Island Effect, Non-Roof 1

Credit 7.2 Heat Island Effect, Roof 1

Credit 8 Light Pollution Reduction 1

Yes ? No

Water Efficiency 5 Points

Credit 1.1 Water Efficient Landscaping, Reduce by 50% 1

Credit 1.2 Water Efficient Landscaping, No Potable Use or No Irrigation 1

Credit 2 Innovative Wastewater Technologies 1

Credit 3.1 Water Use Reduction, 20% Reduction 1

Credit 3.2 Water Use Reduction, 30% Reduction 1

Yes ? No

Energy & Atmosphere 17 Points

Y Prereq 1 Fundamental Commissioning of the Building Energy Systems Required

Y Prereq 2 Minimum Energy Performance Required

Y Prereq 3 Fundamental Refrigerant Management Required

Credit 1 Optimize Energy Performance 1 to 10

Credit 2 On-Site Renewable Energy 1 to 3

Credit 3 Enhanced Commissioning 1

Credit 4 Enhanced Refrigerant Management 1

Credit 5 Measurement & Verification 1

Credit 6 Green Power 1

continued…

<< enter project name >>
<< enter city, state, other details >>

Yes ? No

Materials & Resources 13 Points

Y Prereq 1 Storage & Collection of Recyclables Required

Credit 1.1 Building Reuse, Maintain 75% of Existing Walls, Floors & Roof 1

Credit 1.2 Building Reuse, Maintain 100% of Existing Walls, Floors & Roof 1

Credit 1.3 Building Reuse, Maintain 50% of Interior Non-Structural Elements 1

Credit 2.1 Construction Waste Management, Divert 50% from Disposal 1

Credit 2.2 Construction Waste Management, Divert 75% from Disposal 1

Credit 3.1 Materials Reuse, 5% 1

Credit 3.2 Materials Reuse,10% 1

Credit 4.1 Recycled Content, 10% (post-consumer + ½ pre-consumer) 1

Credit 4.2 Recycled Content, 20% (post-consumer + ½ pre-consumer) 1

Credit 5.1 Regional Materials, 10% Extracted, Processed & Manufactured Regio 1

Credit 5.2 Regional Materials, 20% Extracted, Processed & Manufactured Regio 1

Credit 6 Rapidly Renewable Materials 1

Credit 7 Certified Wood 1

Yes ? No

Indoor Environmental Quality 15 Points

Y Prereq 1 Minimum IAQ Performance Required
Y Prereq 2 Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control Required

Credit 1 Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring 1
Credit 2 Increased Ventilation 1
Credit 3.1 Construction IAQ Management Plan, During Construction 1
Credit 3.2 Construction IAQ Management Plan, Before Occupancy 1
Credit 4.1 Low-Emitting Materials, Adhesives & Sealants 1
Credit 4.2 Low-Emitting Materials, Paints & Coatings 1
Credit 4.3 Low-Emitting Materials, Carpet Systems 1
Credit 4.4 Low-Emitting Materials, Composite Wood & Agrifiber Products 1
Credit 5 Indoor Chemical & Pollutant Source Control 1
Credit 6.1 Controllability of Systems, Lighting 1
Credit 6.2 Controllability of Systems, Thermal Comfort 1
Credit 7.1 Thermal Comfort, Design 1
Credit 7.2 Thermal Comfort, Verification 1
Credit 8.1 Daylight & Views, Daylight 75% of Spaces 1
Credit 8.2 Daylight & Views, Views for 90% of Spaces 1

Yes ? No

Innovation & Design Process 5 Points

Credit 1.1 Innovation in Design: Provide Specific Title 1

Credit 1.2 Innovation in Design: Provide Specific Title 1

Credit 1.3 Innovation in Design: Provide Specific Title 1

Credit 1.4 Innovation in Design: Provide Specific Title 1

Credit 2 LEED® Accredited Professional 1

Yes ? No

Project Totals (pre-certification estimates) 69 Points

Certified 26-32 points Silver 33-38 points Gold 39-51 points Platinum 52-69 points

LEED Project Checklist, source: http://www.usgbc.org
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Baima Canal Case Study, source: http://jtecodesign.com/casestudies.html



Brewery Blocks Case Study, source: Portland Offi ce of  Sustainability, http://www.green-rated.org
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